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Introduction

Being the largest continental area on Earth, Eurasia is a hub of more than 2,018 languages
from very diverse language families and sub-families, including Afro-Asiatic (Semitic),
Austroasiatic, Caucasian, Chukchi-Kamchatkan, Dravidian, Eskimo–Aleut, Indo-European,
Japonic, Koreanic, Mongolic, Nivkh, Sino-Tibetan, Tai-Kradai, Turkic, Tungusic, Uralic, and
Yeniseian. At the same time, various language communities in Eurasia are under-represented,
minoritized, endangered and systematically politically oppressed. Many languages, including
Kurdish, Gilaki, Santali, Kashmiri, Laz, and Abkhaz, suffer from a lack of linguistic resources
and thus are immediately at risk of digital extinction. Others, such as Shabaki, Talysh, Domari,
Korbet, and Bawm, are under-researched in general and run the risk of vanishing completely in
the absence of increased support.

Aligned with the pressing need to cultivate language technology for indigenous, endangered,
and under-resourced languages across Eurasia, the EURALI workshop is dedicated to
catalyzing the development of resources and tools. Our objective is to enhance visibility and
foster research for these languages on a global scale. We view the current rapid advancements
in language and speech technology, particularly the remarkable progress in large language
models, as a unique opportunity for these languages. Moreover, by fostering collaboration
among researchers, language experts, and linguists engaged with endangered languages
within these communities, our aim is to forge language technology solutions that contribute to
the preservation of these languages and elevate their prominence within the realm of language
processing.

This year, the EURALI workshop returns for its second edition, set against the vibrant backdrop
of LREC-COLING 2024. It offers a thrilling opportunity for our community to reconnect and
synergize efforts. However, the presence of numerous concurrent workshops has had a modest
impact on our submission numbers compared to EURALI’s debut at LREC 2022. The eight
selected submissions nonetheless encompass a wide array of aspects and challenges within
language technology for Eurasian languages as a whole, with a particular focus on Mambai,
Standard Tibetan, Persian, Cantonese, and Khroskyabs.

We extend our gratitude to colleagues who submitted their work to the workshop, the organizers
of LREC-COLING 2024, and our dedicated and diligent reviewers; your contributions and
support have been vital in making the second EURALI workshop a resounding success.

Workshop Chairs
Atul Kr. Ojha, Sina Ahmadi, Silvie Cinková, Theodorus Fransen, Chao-Hong Liu and John P.
McCrae
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Abstract
This study explores the use of large language models (LLMs) for translating English into Mambai, a low-resource
Austronesian language spoken in Timor-Leste, with approximately 200,000 native speakers. Leveraging a novel
corpus derived from a Mambai language manual and additional sentences translated by a native speaker, we
examine the efficacy of few-shot LLM prompting for machine translation (MT) in this low-resource context. Our
methodology involves the strategic selection of parallel sentences and dictionary entries for prompting, aiming to
enhance translation accuracy, using open-source and proprietary LLMs (LlaMa 2 70b, Mixtral 8x7B, GPT-4). We
find that including dictionary entries in prompts and a mix of sentences retrieved through TF-IDF and semantic
embeddings significantly improves translation quality. However, our findings reveal stark disparities in translation
performance across test sets, with BLEU scores reaching as high as 21.2 on materials from the language manual, in
contrast to a maximum of 4.4 on a test set provided by a native speaker. These results underscore the importance
of diverse and representative corpora in assessing MT for low-resource languages. Our research provides in-
sights into few-shot LLM prompting for low-resource MT, and makes available an initial corpus for the Mambai language.

Keywords: low-resource languages, austronesian language, large language models, prompting, dictionary,
parallel data

1. Introduction

Large language models (LLM) have shown remark-
able abilities to perform natural language process-
ing (NLP) tasks they were not explicitly trained
for, including named entity recognition (Mehta and
Varma, 2023), text classification (Sun et al., 2023),
text summarisation (Zhang et al., 2023b), and ma-
chine translation (Hendy et al., 2023; Kocmi et al.,
2023; Chowdhery et al., 2022, MT). LLMs can be
competitive with traditional encoder-decoder MT
models for high-resource languages, but lag behind
traditional MT models when translating to and from
low-resource languages (Robinson et al., 2023;
Hendy et al., 2023; Garcia et al., 2023).

While LLMs can achieve moderately high transla-
tion accuracy through zero-shot prompting (Wang
et al., 2021), few-shot prompting can improve trans-
lation accuracy (Zhang et al., 2023a). Research on
the selection of example sentences for use in LLM
prompts found that examples close to the source
text do not always result in better translation than
random examples (Vilar et al., 2023), but that in-
domain examples can improve accuracy for techni-
cal domains (Agrawal et al., 2023). In particular, for
English to Kinyarwanda MT, Moslem et al. (2023)
finds an improvement of 11 ChrF points when using
in-domain examples instead of random ones.

Using domain adaptation as an analogy, in this
paper we explore whether LLMs can be prompted
to translate into a very low-resource language,
through careful selection of sentences and words

close to the source text for use in prompting. We
work with the Mambai language, a primarily oral
language from Timor-Leste with around 200,000
native speakers (Timor-Leste General Directorate
of Statistics, 2015). We source prompt examples
exclusively from Hull (2001), a language manual
which includes parallel English-Mambai sentences
and a bilingual word dictionary. We evaluate ma-
chine translation quality on both a random subset
of sentences from the manual, and on a small cor-
pus of translations collected from a native Mambai
speaker.

We find that translation accuracy varies a lot
depending on (1) the test set used for evaluation,
(2) LLM used for translation, and (3) examples in-
cluded in the prompt. While 10-shot translation
yields BLEU score as high as 23.5 for the test sen-
tences sampled from the language manual used
in prompting (with GPT-4 and a mix of sentences
retrieved through semantic embeddings and TF-
IDF in the prompt), BLEU drops below 5 across
all experimental setups for test sentences outside
of this domain (novel sentences collected from a
native speaker).1

Our findings highlight the risks of relying on a

1We release the code for extracting the language man-
ual data and for using this data to construct a few-shot
prompt given a sentence to translate, as well as the cor-
pus of sentences translated by the paper’s author, in
https://github.com/raphaelmerx/mambai. The language
manual data is available upon request.
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single source when evaluating MT for low-resource
languages, especially for languages like Mambai
that do not have a standardised vocabulary, orthog-
raphy, or syntax, where a single corpus can have
substantial influence on NLP experiments, despite
not always being representative of the language’s
variations.

2. The Mambai Language

Timor-Leste (also known as East Timor) is a half-
island nation in South-East Asia, with a popula-
tion of 1.3 million as of 2022 (Timor-Leste General
Directorate of Statistics, 2022). While its official
languages are Portuguese and Tetun Dili (Govern-
ment of Timor-Leste, 2002, also spelled Tetum), the
country has over 30 indigenous languages, from
both the Austronesian and Papuan language fami-
lies (Kingsbury, 2010).

Mambai (also spelled Mambae) is the country’s
second most common mother tongue after Tetun,
with around 200,000 native speakers (Timor-Leste
General Directorate of Statistics, 2015). An Aus-
tronesian language, it is mostly spoken in the Er-
mera, Aileu, Manufahi, and Ainaro municipalities
(Berlie, 2008), and does not have a standardised
orthography (Hull, 2001). It has three distinct va-
rieties, and this article will focus on the southern
variety, spoken primarily in the Ainaro, Same, and
Hatu-Builico administrative posts (Fogaça, 2013).

Translating to Mambai can bring valuable mate-
rial closer to Mambai-speaking communities. For
example, the Government of Timor-Leste has a
mother tongue education program named EMULI,
which found that students who were taught in their
mother tongue have a higher level in reading com-
prehension and mathematics than students taught
in Portuguese. This program leverages translated
material for the curriculum (Gusmão, 2023; Walter,
2016).

Unfortunately, in the taxonomy of Joshi et al.
(2020), Mambai would be assigned class 0, "The
Left-Behinds", i.e. “languages that have been and
are still ignored in the aspect of language tech-
nologies”. A search for Mambai sentences on
OPUS (Tiedemann, 2009) returns only 36 sen-
tences, all from Tatoeba.2 To our knowledge,
the only NLP tools that claim to support Mambai
are language identification models GlotLID (Kar-
garan et al., 2023) and MMS (Pratap et al., 2023).
Mambai does not appear on popular datasets for
low-resource languages such as MT560 (Gowda
et al., 2021) or FLORES-200 evaluation benchmark
(Team et al., 2022).

2https://tatoeba.org/

3. Methodology for Data Extraction

As the language does not have any resources in a
machine-readable format, we start by digitising the
available materials. The general process of data
extraction is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1. Materials
Our primary data source is a Mambai Language
Manual (Hull, 2001) that aims to teach the ba-
sics of Mambai to foreign speakers, following the
Ainaro variety. This 109-page long document in-
cludes a pronunciation guide, a grammar, a phrase
book, and bilingual dictionaries (English-Mambai
and Mambai-English).3

To test generalisation of our results, we collabo-
rated with a native Mambai speaker who translated
a small corpus of 50 English sentences to Mambai.
Since Mambai has no formalised orthography, we
tried to keep orthography close to that used in the
manual, however we did not aim to produce the
same syntactic structures as the manual.

3.2. OCR Process
For the Mambai Language Manual, which we re-
ceived in paper format, we followed the following
OCR process:

1. The book was scanned using an optical zoom
camera, which reduces the radial distortion
effect and improves the OCR quality;

2. The open-source ScanTailor software4 was em-
ployed to semi-automatically deskew images
and make them flat black and white;

3. In the proprietary software ABBYY FineReader
15,5 we set up a language alphabet, taking
into account the characters utilised in each
book, with Indonesian (also an Austronesian
language) serving as the fallback language,
as illustrated on Figure 2. The result of the
OCR process was saved in a Word document,
preserving font formatting;

4. We then manually separated the extracted
data into three collections:

(a) the section of the manual that contains
parallel sentences (14,347 words),

(b) the section that contains the English to
Mambai dictionary (4,023 words),

3The author of this book gave his consent to us using
it as material, and we acknowledge him as the holder of
copyright protecting this intellectual property.

4https://scantailor.org/
5https://pdf.abbyy.com/
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dictionaries
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files using font
weight hints

Hunalign: align
sentences

Dictionaries
for English-

Mambai and
Mambai-English

Parallel aligned
English-Mambai

sentences

Figure 1: Overview of our process for extracting dictionaries and a parallel corpus from the Mambai
Language Manual

Figure 2: Mambai configuration in ABBYY
FineReader 15.

(c) the section of the manual that contains the
Mambai to English word dictionary (4,522
words).

3.3. Text Corpora

In this subsection, we present the process of our
corpus construction: using the Word documents
produced in Section 3.2, we create English-Mambai
bilingual dictionaries in JSON format and a corpus
of parallel English-Mambai sentences.

3.3.1. Dictionary extraction

For dictionary files, we mined triplets (entry, part of
speech, translation) through the following process:

• using the python-docx library,6 read the file by
preserving font weight, and identify text in bold
as the dictionary entry;

• use a regular expression to match the part of
speech, if any;

• use the rest of the text as value corresponding
to the entry;

• if one entry had multiple translations, denor-
malise them by splitting with “;” and “,”.

This process outputs dictionaries in JSON for-
mat, one for the English to Mambai direction (1,790
entries), and one for the Mambai to English direc-
tion (1,592 entries). Where present, each entry
also contains part of speech information, e.g.
{

’entry’: ’beik’,
’translation’: ’silly’,
’part_of_speech’: ’adj.’

}

3.3.2. Parallel sentence extraction

Since no embedding models or MT systems sup-
port Mambai, we were precluded from relying
on sentence embeddings (Thompson and Koehn,
2019) or back-translations (Sennrich and Volk,
2011) to mine parallel sentences from extracted
documents. Instead, we rely on a combination
of Gale-Church sentence-length information (Gale
and Church, 1993) and lexical similarity through the
Hunalign7 sentence aligner (Varga et al., 2007).

We identify Mambai sentences from their bold
font-weight, English sentences from their normal
font-weight, and section delimiters through text in
upper case. For each section, we put the set of
Mambai and English sentences in separate text

6https://python-docx.readthedocs.io/
7https://github.com/danielvarga/hunalign
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files, which are fed to Hunalign, along with the bilin-
gual dictionary extracted in Section 3.3.1. Hunalign
outputs a series of tab-delimited aligned sentence
pairs, with an alignment score for each pair. Af-
ter manual review of a subset of 100 sentences,
we find that setting a score threshold of 0.2 corre-
sponds to keeping a high number of well-aligned
sentences, while removing poorly aligned ones. Af-
ter filtering out sentence pairs below this threshold,
we land on 1,187 parallel sentences extracted from
this phrase book, from a total of 1,275 potential
bitexts.

Since sentences come from a language educa-
tion manual, they tend to be relatively short, with
an average of 5.05 words per sentence in Mambai,
and 5.66 words per sentence in English. Some
sentences have alternative words in parentheses,
which we leave in place, e.g.:
"Baléb pôs masmidar lao xa (kafé).",
"Don’t put sugar in my tea (coffee)."

4. Mambai Translation through
Retrieval-Augmented LLM

Prompting

After all required data is ready, we now turn to the ma-
chine translation part. The general process for translation
is illustrated in Figure 3.

4.1. Rationale

Adelani et al. (2022) found that a couple thousand
high-quality sentences can substantially increase low-
resource MT performance, giving us hope that a lan-
guage manual with a similar order of magnitude of data
could be enough to produce moderate-quality transla-
tions.

Working with LLM prompting gives us a flexible format
to incorporate both the parallel sentence corpus and the
dictionary entries. Further, having access to a phrase
book offers substantial domain coverage, in comparison
with corpora purely from the religious domain, which
are often the only option for low-resource languages
(Haddow et al., 2022; Walter, 2016).

Here we work on English to Mambai translation, aiming
to address the following research questions:

• Given an English sentence, how can a corpus of
bilingual sentences, and a bilingual word dictionary,
be incorporated in an LLM prompt to maximise trans-
lation accuracy?

• Which LLMs (open-source or proprietary) show the
best results for translating into a low-resource lan-
guage, and what is the observed variance between
them?

• How does translation accuracy vary across test
sets?

4.2. Methodology

4.2.1. Data setup
Our bilingual corpus of 1,187 parallel Mambai-English
sentences is randomly split into 119 (10%) sentences
used for testing translation, and 1,068 (90%) sentences
for potential use in the prompt, after retrieval selection.
Since our objective is to translate full sentences, not
individual words, all 1,790 words in the Mambai dictionary
are used in prompting.

We also assess translation system quality by provid-
ing a different test corpus of 50 sentences translated
from English to Mambai by a native speaker of Mam-
bai. This small corpus has relatively simple but slightly
longer sentences, with 9 words per sentence on average.
The English source sentences were designed to cover a
broad range of domains, such as daily life activities, ed-
ucation, health and well-being, family relationships, reli-
gion, politics, weather, employment, food and agriculture,
technology, personal characteristics, and Timor-Leste
specific historical events.

By using the two test sets, we aim to evaluate robust-
ness to variance between domains, as well as estimate
risks of overfitting that come from using a test corpus that
comes from the same material as the data for prompt-
ing. Expected variance between test sets comes from
their different authors, their different years of publication
(2001 vs 2024), and potentially by them covering different
domains.

4.2.2. Prompt
We make use of the best performing prompt template
from Peng et al. (2023), to which we add dictionary en-
tries for words found in the sentence, landing on the
following prompt template:

You are a translator for the Mambai
language, originally from Timor-
Leste.

# Example sentences

English: {Sent_eng_1}
Mambai: {Sent_mgm_1}

English: ...
Mambai: ...

# Dictionary entries

English: {Word_eng_1}
Mambai: {Word_mgm_1}

English: ...
Mambai: ...

Please provide the translation for the
following sentence. Do not provide
any explanations or text apart from
the translation.

English: {input}
Mambai:

4



Example
sentences

from manual

Input: English
sentence

from test set

Dictionary entries
from manual

Selection
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sentences
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Filter dictionary
entries for words
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struction from
example sen-
tences and

dictionary entries

LLM
Output: trans-
lated sentence

in Mambai

Figure 3: Overview of our process for translating English sentences to Mambai using both dictionary
entries and sentence pairs in few-shot LLM prompting.

4.2.3. Models
We experiment with three models: Mixtral as it is the
open-source model with the highest MT-bench score
(Jiang et al., 2024), LlaMa 70b (Touvron et al., 2023) as
it has a permissive license and has shown high zero-shot
translation performance (Xu et al., 2024a), and GPT-4,
which, despite being proprietary, has very high zero-shot
translation performance (Xu et al., 2024a).

For each model, we experiment with the following se-
tups:

• UseDict (either True or False): For each word
that appears in the source language input (English),
if this word is present in the English-Mambai dic-
tionary, we include its dictionary translation in the
prompt;

• NTFIDF: Number of sentence pairs retrieved through
TF-IDF, where the English sentences are ranked
according to TF-IDF similarity to the input. The
rationale here is that less frequent words can be
harder to translate, therefore should be surfaced in
the prompt more often. NTFIDF ∈ {0, 5, 10}

• Nembed: Number of sentence pairs retrieved through
LASER semantic embeddings (Touvron et al.,
2023), where the English sentences in training set
are first ranked using cosine similarity to the input.
Nembed ∈ {0, 5, 10}, similar to Zhang et al., 2023a;
Vilar et al., 2023; Hendy et al., 2023.

For each combination of the above features, we mea-
sure the BLEU and Chrf++ scores on both test sets, one
from the language manual, and one manually translated
by a native speaker.

4.3. Translation Results
Our experiment results for test sentences from the man-
ual are provided in Table 1, and Table 2 provides the
results for the test set collected from a native speaker.

To summarise, we make the following observations:
(1) Translation accuracy varies widely between

both test sets. While we get an accuracy of up to 23.5
BLEU (41.9 ChrF++) for the test set that comes from the
language manual, we could not reach a BLEU higher
than 4.4 (33.1 ChrF++) for the test set from the native

speaker. More analysis is needed to understand this
discrepancy, but it sends a strong signal about the risks
of overfitting by using a test set that comes from the same
material as the examples used in prompting. In particular,
we think our result might partially invalidate (Tanzer et al.,
2024), which similarly attempts to translate into a very
low-resource language using prompting from a single
grammar book, but used exclusively sentences from the
grammar book in the test set.

(2) Dictionary entries help improve translation
quality. When including dictionary entries in the prompt,
filtering on words that appear in the source text, we found
that translation quality improved significantly. This is true
across all experiments when keeping other hyperparam-
eters constant, with an average improvement of 3.25
BLEU points and 2.7 ChrF++ points.

(3) A blend of sentences retrieved through seman-
tic embeddings and through TF-IDF yields the high-
est translation accuracy. When working with a random
split of sentences from the language manual in partic-
ular, a blend of 5 sentences retrieved through TF-IDF
and 5 sentences retrieved through semantic embeddings
outperforms 10 sentences retrieved exclusively through
one of these features. This holds true for all three LLMs
tested in this project.

(4) GPT-4 consistently outperforms other LLMs.
GPT-4 yields both the highest translation score overall,
and the higher translation score for every single experi-
ment, when compared with LlaMa 70b and Mixtral 8x7B
while keeping NTFIDF and Nembed constant.

4.4. Error analysis
We find that the large gap in performance across test sets
is mostly due to differences in translation output, rather
than differences in the source English text (Table 3):

1. Using TF-IDF representations of English sentences,
we computed the cosine similarity in the whole train-
ing set and the two tests sets, resulting in 0.021 for
the manual test set and 0.017 for the native speaker
test set, a relatively small difference. For the Mam-
bai target reference, however, we get a 0.027 and
0.012 for the manual and native speaker’s test sets,
respectively, a much larger difference.
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Model NTFIDF Nembed UseDict BLEU ChrF ChrF++
gpt-4-turbo 0 0 FALSE 3.7 22.4 19.9
gpt-4-turbo 0 0 TRUE 6.9 25.3 24.7
gpt-4-turbo 10 0 FALSE 16.1 40.3 39.7
gpt-4-turbo 10 0 TRUE 20.9 41.8 41.6
gpt-4-turbo 0 10 FALSE 16.8 38.2 37.4
gpt-4-turbo 0 10 TRUE 18.3 39.6 39.5
gpt-4-turbo 5 5 FALSE 17.7 40.4 39.6
gpt-4-turbo 5 5 TRUE 21.2 41.8 41.6
Mixtral 8x7B 5 5 TRUE 9.0 30.9 30.4
LlaMa 70b 5 5 TRUE 12.3 32.3 31.8

Table 1: Experiment results for test set from the language manual. NTFIDF and Nembed represent the number
of sentence pairs retrieved through TF-IDF and semantic embeddings, respectively. UseDict indicates
whether dictionary entries are included in the prompt. While different hyperparameter combinations were
tested for all models, we only report on the best configuration for the less performant models (Mistral
8x7B and LlaMa 70b).

Model NTFIDF Nembed UseDict BLEU ChrF ChrF++
gpt-4-turbo 0 0 TRUE 3 30.7 27.9
gpt-4-turbo 0 0 FALSE 0 30.8 26.9
gpt-4-turbo 10 0 TRUE 4 36.9 33.8
gpt-4-turbo 10 0 FALSE 0 33.4 29.9
gpt-4-turbo 0 10 TRUE 3.4 34.5 31.6
gpt-4-turbo 0 10 FALSE 0 31.4 27.8
gpt-4-turbo 5 5 TRUE 4.4 35.9 33
gpt-4-turbo 5 5 FALSE 0 33.7 29.9
Mixtral 8x7B 5 5 TRUE 3.5 26.8 24.6
LlaMa 70b 5 5 TRUE 0 27.7 24.7

Table 2: Experiment results for the minicorpus of translations collected from a native Mambai speaker.
NTFIDF and Nembed represent the number of sentence pairs retrieved through TF-IDF and semantic
embeddings, respectively. UseDict indicates whether dictionary entries are included in the prompt.
While different hyperparameter combinations were tested for all models, we only report on the best
configuration for the less performant models (Mistral 8x7B and LlaMa 70b).

2. LASER Semantic similarity between each test set
and the training set are roughly equivalent at 0.42
and 0.40 for the manual and native speaker’s test
sets, respectively, on the English source side.

Similarity Lang Method Score
ManualTest x Train eng TF-IDF 0.021
NativeTest x Train eng TF-IDF 0.017
ManualTest x Train mgm TF-IDF 0.027
NativeTest x Train mgm TF-IDF 0.012
ManualTest x Train eng Semantic 0.42
NativeTest x Train eng Semantic 0.40

Table 3: Similarity scores using TF-IDF cosine sim-
ilarity and LASER semantic cosine similarity be-
tween the two test sets and the training set for
English (source, eng) and Mambai (target, mgm)
sentences.

Through manual review of the translation differences
in both test sets, we further identify the following potential
causes for the large discrepancy in translation quality
metrics:

(1) Literal vs figurative translation: As sentences in
the language manual are made for learning, they tend to
use more literal translations, which correspond to what
LLMs produce. On the other hand, our test set translated
by a native speaker often uses more idiosyncratic trans-
lation, further away from words used in from the source
input.

(2) Language variation: The Mambai language has
changed since 2001, when the Mambai Language Man-
ual was published. In particular, we noted more usage of
Portuguese and Tetun Dili words in our test set reference
sentences, which might indicate that Mambai speakers
mix more Tetun Dili and Portuguese in their Mambai
since the two languages were chosen as official in the
2002 Constitution (Government of Timor-Leste, 2002).

(3) Spelling: Despite trying to stay close to spelling
used in the Mambai Language Manual, we found that our
test set at times uses different spelling than the language
manual (e.g. less hyphenation, some letters missing).
This reinforces our view that oral languages like Mambai
are better covered by speech datasets.
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5. Related Work

Traditionally, neural MT systems are trained on parallel
corpora of aligned sentence pairs (Duong, 2017). Low-
resource languages tend to have orders of magnitude
less sentences available than higher-resource languages
(Arivazhagan et al., 2019). To compensate for this lack
of data, previous research found that low-resource MT
accuracy can be improved through leveraging multilin-
gual translation models that include better-resourced but
related languages (Arivazhagan et al., 2019; Fan et al.,
2020; Team et al., 2022). Other techniques include pre-
training on monolingual data (Lample et al., 2018), the
incorporation of audio data that shares an embedding
space with text data (Communication et al., 2023), and
the generation of synthetic parallel sentences (Edunov
et al., 2018), including by leveraging bilingual dictionaries
(Duan et al., 2020).

In parallel, large language models have shown in-
creased ability to translate, at times surpassing spe-
cialised encoder-decoder MT systems (Robinson et al.,
2023). Finding the right prompt recipe for increased
MT accuracy using LLMs has been a topic of research
(Zhang et al., 2023a; Li et al., 2022), with findings that
few-shot prompting often improves MT accuracy (Zhang
et al., 2023a), and that the type of sentences used as
few-shot examples can have a large influence on accu-
racy (Moslem et al., 2023). Dynamic adaptation of the
prompt by retrieving example sentences that are close to
the input text (Kumar et al., 2023), or dictionary entries
for words that appear in the source (Ghazvininejad et al.,
2023) can further improve MT accuracy.

The applicability of common LLM prompting tech-
niques when translating into very low-resource lan-
guages is unclear, given these languages might not be
represented at all during LLM pretraining. Tanzer et al.
(2024) partially addresses this issue by focusing on MT
between English and Kalamang, an endangered Papuan
language, using a single grammar book. Experimenting
with different models (Claude 2, LlaMa, gpt-3.5, gpt-4),
and different prompt setups (injecting sentences close
to the input, dictionary entries, and the grammar expla-
nations found in the book), they achieve up to 45.8 ChrF
on the English to Kalamang direction. However, they
work with a test set that is a random subset of sentences
found in the book, raising issues around the applicability
of their results to text translated by a different author, or
to domains not covered in the grammar book.

Recognising the potential of LLMs for MT, and the im-
portance of in-context examples used in prompting, our
work experiments with retrieval-augmented LLM prompt-
ing for translation into a low-resource language. We test
translation quality on both a subset of sentences coming
from the language manual used as corpus, and a test
set specially translated by a native Mambai speaker for
this project.

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a novel corpus for the Mam-
bai language, a language with around 200,000 native
speakers that had virtually no NLP resources. Our cor-
pus includes bilingual dictionaries in both directions for

English-Mambai, a set of 1,187 parallel sentences from a
language manual published in 2001, and a set of 50 par-
allel sentences translated by a native Mambai speaker.
Our experiments on few-shot LLM prompting for English
to Mambai translation showed that moderate MT qual-
ity can be achieved for test sentences very close to the
original corpus, but MT quality decreases significantly
for sentences that come from a separate corpus, thus
highlighting the need for using test sets that do not come
from the same material as original examples used in
prompting. We think LLMs offer a flexible approach for
integrating scarce resources in different formats (dictio-
nary entries, parallel sentences), and few-shot prompting
shows potential in improving low-resource MT using gen-
eral purpose LLMs.

Limitations

The sentences used in both training set (from the Mambai
Language Manual) and test sets tend to be rather short
and simple, which raises questions around translation
quality for longer sentences, or for technical domains
that get little coverage in our corpus (e.g. health or legal
text).

Mambai has no standard orthography. Even though
the native Mambai speaker we collaborated with tried to
follow spelling close to that used in the language man-
ual, we expect that variances in spelling still negatively
impacted the test BLEU score. This stresses the need
for heightened focus on audio for primarily spoken lan-
guages like Mambai (Chrupała, 2023).

While we were able to gather a test set from a na-
tive Mambai speaker, they did not evaluate translation
quality for MT-translated text; instead we relied solely
on automated MT metrics. While BLEU tends to be a
reliable measure of MT quality for morphologically simple
languages like Mambai (Reiter, 2018), we would have
preferred to dig deeper into the shortcomings of our LLM-
generated translations.

Lastly, Mambai has a simple grammar and morphol-
ogy, which might make it particularly prone to MT quality
improvement using few-shot prompting. Therefore, our
results might not translate well on more morphologically
complex languages.

Future Work

This work focused solely on Mambai, without leverag-
ing resources from related languages that have more
resources, such as Tetun Dili, Portuguese, or Indone-
sian. In future work, we would like to investigate the
addition of Tetun Dili sentences to the prompt, especially
for domain-specific text that might be very poorly covered
by our small Mambai corpus, but that could be covered
by a larger Tetun Dili corpus.

In terms of finding the right recipe for prompting, fu-
ture endeavours could use a more systematic approach,
similar to Kumar et al. (2023) which uses a regression
model for example selection. Additionally, more retrieval
techniques could be tested, e.g. bag of words, or even
ChrF similarity between the input and English source
side.
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In this paper, we used general purpose LLMs that likely
saw little to no Mambai text during pretraining. We think
future work could experiment with continuous pretraining
on Mambai, or languages related to Mambai, before
prompting, similar to approaches in Xu et al. (2024b) and
Alves et al. (2024).
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Abstract
As Tibetan is traditionally not written with word delimiters, various means of word segmentation are necessary to
prepare data for downstream tasks. Neural word segmentation has proven a successful means of parsing Tibetan
text, but current performance lags behind that of neural word segmenters in other languages, such as Chinese or
Japanese, and even behind languages with relatively similar orthographic structures, such as Vietnamese or Thai.
We apply methods that have proven useful for these latter two languages toward the development of a neural word
segmenter with the goal of raising the peak performance of Tibetan neural word segmentation to a level comparable
to that reached for orthographically similar languages.

Keywords: Tibetan, Word Segmentation

1. Introduction

Tibetan is a language—or rather, a number of
languages and dialects of varying degrees of
mutual-intelligibility—spoken in Tibet, a region
overlapping a number of provinces in modern-day
China including the Tibetan Autonomous Region,
Sichuan, and Qinghai. Diaspora communities re-
side also in India, Nepal, and Bhutan; and a sub-
stantial, if smaller, number live also in Switzer-
land, Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United
States (among many other countries).

Tibetan belongs to the Sino-Tibetan language
family and is traditionally placed in the Tibeto-
Burman branch, though the phylogeny of the fam-
ily remains hotly contested. The Tibetan family
can be further divided into various dialect and lan-
guage groups, including Central (or Ü-Tsang) with
approximately 1.2 million speakers, Amdo with 2.5
million, and Khams with 2 million, among others
(Eberhard et al., 2024). However, Standard Ti-
betan generally serves as a lingua franca among
them; thus, expanding the resources available to
the language provides benefits not only to native
speakers but also to the broader Tibetan com-
munity, whatever their regional or dialectal back-
ground. By improving word segmentation for Ti-
betan, we hope to facilitate the creation of fur-
ther tools—word prediction, sentiment analysis,
etc—which might make the language easier for
its speakers to use in the digital domain, easing
linguistic pressures that motivate them to switch
to languages with more support, such as English,
Mandarin Chinese, or Hindi.

Many Asian scripts are not written with spaces
between words, and this obviously presents cer-
tain problems when one wishes to engage in most
computational tasks, the models for which tend to
operate on words rather than characters. Stan-
dard Chinese, another such space-less language,

Figure 1: The Tibetic family appears here in
shades of purple in the northwest quadrant.
GalaxMaps, CC BY-SA 4.0, via Wikimedia Com-
mons.

has the benefit of using characters, each of which
are semantically heavy; character-embeddings al-
low for the training of highly accurate models.
While some languages, such as Korean, have
broadly adopted the practice of placing spaces
between words, many orthographies descended
from either the Indic or Sinitic traditions continue
to go without them. Furthermore, some languages
make use of orthographic features that make word
segmentation an easier task; Japanese in partic-
ular uses multiple different scripts, and the tran-
sitions between these often serve as strong indi-
cators of word boundaries. However, we do not
have such luxuries with Tibetan which only ex-
plicitly marks syllable and sentence boundaries.
While researchers have reached an accuracy of
upwards of 98% for Japanese texts (Kitagawa and
Komachi, 2018) and 97% for Chinese (Cai et al.,
2017), Tibetan lags behind. Duanzhu et al (2020)
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report a binary accuracy of 93.4% with an f1-score
of 94.11% and a recall of 94.2%; Wang & Yang
(2018), a f1-score of 94.1% and a recall of 93.89%;
and Li et al (2022) an f1-score of 92.31% (Duanzhu
et al., 2021; Wang and Yang, 2018; Li et al., 2022).

While the success of Chinese and Japanese
can to some degree be attributed to the vast re-
sources available for these two languages, neural
word segmentation research for smaller (though by
no means, small) languages such as Vietnamese
and Thai have reached an accuracy of around 96%
or higher (Zheng and Zheng, 2022).

2. Background

Phonetically, the Tibetan syllable is of only mod-
erate complexity, but the language’s standard or-
thography preserves the highly complex syllable
structures of the ninth and tenth centuries. While
spoken syllables in Lhasa Tibetan may begin and
end with at most a single consonant respectively,
they may be written with upwards of four initial con-
sonants and two final consonants. Furthermore,
vowels are not written as distinct letters but instead
added as diacritics above the “head” letter, or the
letter whose phonetic value serves as the basis for
the onset of the syllable.

The maximally complex Tibetan syllable is com-
posed of a prescript letter, a head letter, a
postscript and a post-postscript letter. All but the
head letter are (usually) composed of a single, sim-
ple letter, but the head letter can itself be com-
posed of a superscript, a root, upwards of two sub-
scripts, and a vowel diacritic.

བ (b), ས (s), ག (g), ར (r), ◌ུ (u), བ (b), and ས (s)

Figure 2: A maximally complex Tibetan syllable.
The past tense form of the word, སུྲྒབ (sgrub),

meaning ”to complete”.

As can be seen in figure 2, the unique complex-
ity of Tibetan syllables allows them to carry a rel-
atively high degree of semantic value; thus, they
can serve as stronger indicators of word bound-
aries than syllables in more orthographically shal-
low languages.

There are thirty standard letters that may serve
as the root of the head of a syllable. Onto these,
four subscripts may be attached—◌ྱ (y), ◌ྲ (r), ◌ླ

(l), ◌ྭ (w)—but only certain head-subscript combi-
nations are allowed. In addition, ◌ྲ (r) and ◌ྭ (w)
may appear together on the same root, meaning
that the total number of root-subscript combina-
tions comes out to fifty-five unique arrangements.
Onto these, one may attach three superscripts—ར
(r),ལ (l),ས (s)—and again these are only allowed
in particular arrangements, meaning that the to-
tal number of head letters which feature a unique
superscript, root, and subscript is only thirteen.
Adding these, as well as the unique superscript-
root combinations, to our running total gives us
one-hundred-and-one unique head letters. Each
of these may take up to one vowel diacritic, of
which there are four, yielding six-hundred-and-six

unique head letters. These diacritics are ◌ི (i), ◌ུ
(u), ◌ེ (e), and ◌ོ (o).

Onto these, one may add some combination
of prescript and postscript letters. There are ten
postscript letters and two post-postscript letters
(though really only one, as the other has been
dropped in most writing). The post-postscript let-
ter may only appear after four of the postscript let-
ters, meaning there are a total of fourteen possi-
ble postscript combinations. Confusingly, one of
these postscript letters, འ may also carry a vowel

diacritic, though it is usually limited toའི (i) orའུ (u);

however, འེ (e) and འོ (o) do appear, albeit rarely.
Thus, we have eighteen possible postscript combi-
nations.

Despite there being a maximum of one prescript
letter, calculating the number of possible combina-
tions is less straightforward given that there are
more restrictions on which letters may appear in
certain positions. There are five prefixes—ག (g),
ད (d), བ (b), མ (m), and འ (a)—and calculat-
ing the total number of unique prescript-head let-
ter combinations created by them is quite difficult
given their distribution. Disregarding super- and
sub-scripts, as well as vowels, there are a total
of fifty-three unique prescript-head letter combi-
nations. If we are liberal with our estimates, we
would say that the number of unique prescript-
head letter combinations (including all our super-
script, subscript, and vowel combinations) comes
out to around three thousand unique combinations.
Assuming that many of these do not appear in the
actual written language, we might lower this down
to only a couple thousand unique combinations,
onto which we would then necessarily add our var-
ious postscript letters, bringing out estimated total
number of unique syllables into the tens of thou-
sands.

This number is highly misleading, as we find
out when we compile a dictionary of all the sylla-
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bles that appear in any particular Tibetan corpus.
The true number of unique syllables to be found
in actual texts is considerably lower, usually in the
sub-ten-thousand range, and if we filter out those
that appear less than five times—as we do in our
model—we arrive at much more modest numbers,
usually between two and five thousand unique syl-
lables, depending on the size and variety of the
corpus.

In any case, the semantic load of the Tibetan
syllable, as well as the fact that the vast majority
of word boundaries are also syllable boundaries,
allows us to use syllable embeddings as a heuristic
by which to train our model.

In standard, written text, all syllables are de-
limited by a unique punctuation mark known as
the tseg, written ’་’. This allows us to eas-
ily parse through a text and separate out each
syllable, whereas many other languages that
make use of syllable embeddings for neural word
segmentation—such as Thai or Khmer—must en-
gage in more complex syllable-identifying meth-
ods beforehand. While certain questions do arise
about what constitutes a word-boundary in Ti-
betan, for our purposes we may treat word bound-
aries as a subset of syllable boundaries. Specifi-
cally, the genitive and agentive cases sometimes
take the form of postscripts on the final syllable of
words ending in vowels; in the spoken language,
they are realized via umlaut or lengthening of this
final vowel, and so we will treat them as part of the
word rather than separate particles.

3. Corpus

While the most extensive corpora available for Ti-
betan are limited to Classical Tibetan, we were
able to make use of the UVA Tibetan Spoken Cor-
pus (Germano et al., 2017) which, while a cou-
ple decades old, represents the most easily ac-
cessible corpus of pre-segmented text available.
This corpus was compiled by the Tibetan and Hi-
malayan Digital Library project which is affiliated
with the University of Virginia and reflects the collo-
quial language of people living in Tibet rather than
the highly formal, literary language often found in
religious and official texts. As we intend to apply
this word segmentation model towards the devel-
opment of tools aimed at making Tibetan more ac-
cessible in the digital realm, it was important that
the corpus reflect the kinds of language used by
everyday people.

The corpus indicates word boundaries with a
space, meaning that with minimal processing we
can clean the corpus of non-Tibetan text, and di-
vide it into syllables, storing each with some indi-
cation as to whether or not it is word-final. With
807,033 total syllables, we can take those which

appear with a frequency of at least 5, resulting in
2584 embeddings. In total, about 18.52% of the
syllables in this corpus are non-word-final (mean-
ing they don’t mark a word boundary). This is quite
a bit smaller than the corpus used to train the At-
taCut model, from Chormai et al (Chormai et al.,
2019), which featured 2.56 million syllables. Simi-
larly, whereas Duanzhu et al (2020) employ a cor-
pus with 160,000 sentences, ours features only
70,000 (Duanzhu et al., 2021).

Unsurprisingly, the most common syllables
found in the corpus include པ, an incredibly com-
mon nominalizer and derivational suffix; ལ, the
oblique case particle;དང, a conjunction and comi-

tative / associative particle; དེ , the medial demon-
strative; and the various case and TAM endings
and particles that compose Tibetan’s robust nomi-
nal and verbal systems.

4. Methods

A somewhat recent and effective method for neural
segmentation of Thai words is the use of syllable
embeddings as input features. Training a neural
network to identify word boundaries based on sylla-
ble embeddings rather than characters has proven
quite effective, as evidenced by the AttaCut model
developed by Chormai et al (Chormai et al., 2019).
Because Tibetan explicitly marks syllable bound-
aries, and because of the orthographic depth of the
language—with a spelling system that preserves
pronunciations from antiquity—we determined that
it might be particularly useful in improving perfor-
mance.

In a manner similar to the AttaCut model,
Nguyen 2019 makes use of BiLSTM to generate
embeddings for the syllables present in a Viet-
namese corpus and uses these to train a model
to determine word-boundaries with a 98% accu-
racy. However, this model’s success comes in
part due to its use of a rule-based word seg-
menter, RDRsegmenter, as outlined in (Nguyen
et al., 2018), in conjunction with its neural method.
RDRsegmenter produces a set of word-boundary
tags whose embeddings are concatenated with
each syllable’s embedding to produce those that
are used to train the final model (Nguyen, 2019;
Nguyen et al., 2018). Similar methods have proven
effective for Chinese since each character corre-
sponds, with some exceptions, to one syllable and
one morpheme (Qian and Liu, 2012). It should be
the case that Tibetan, which adheres less strictly
to this one-syllable-one-morpheme structure, can
still benefit from the application of this method.

Some combination of syllable embeddings,
character embeddings, and word-boundary em-
beddings generated by a rule-based model have
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proven useful for word segmentation in many of
the languages of East and Southeast Asia, includ-
ing Khmer, Chinese, and even Classical Tibetan,
for which there exists more readily available cor-
pora owing to the digitization of many Buddhists
texts (Buoy et al., 2020). Given the intense con-
servatism of Tibetan orthography it may be possi-
ble to supplement a corpus of modern, standard
Tibetan with texts from Classical Tibetan; however,
initial tests yielded no benefits. More research is
required to determine if this is a viable route for im-
provement.

A last note worth considering is the presence of
non-standard text within the corpus. Certain se-
quences, especially in older texts, lack the syllable
delimiter, complicating the pre-processing neces-
sary for our model. In future research, it may be
worth considering the implementation of a syllable
segmenter which would insert syllable boundaries
where they are stylistically omitted from text (or left
out in error). Furthermore, it would be necessary
to operate on a sub-syllable basis if one wished to
separate certain instances of various cases which
modify words at such a level. For example, when
a noun’s final syllable lacks any post-script letter,

the genitive case takes the form, -འི (-i), which is
given no special treatment here but which may, in
other applications, necessitate further delimiting.

5. Implementation

By generating syllable embeddings via a
Word2Vec model, we are able to train a model to
predict the probability that a given syllable—the
center of our context window—is non-word-final.
Word2Vec is used in order to ensure manageable
model size. We limited our syllable embeddings
to only those syllables which appeared at least
five times in the corpus; this may present an
issue when our model is faced with a much larger
corpus with many more unique syllables, some
of which may appear semi-frequently, as well
as when presented with regional or alternative
spellings. To help with this and to push our
performance past 96% accuracy, it may prove
useful to implement a rule-based segmenter as
done in Nguyen 2019, whose predictions should
improve the accuracy of our neural segmenter
when coupled—or rather concatenated—with our
syllable embeddings. Furthermore, we hope to
find a larger corpus on which to train our model in
order to reduce the number of out-of-vocabulary
syllables our model must cope with.

Early attempts at Tibetan word segmentation
drew on MaxMatch algorithms and rudimentary
statistical models, but with the proliferation of neu-
ral networks throughout natural language process-
ing, the task has largely adopted such methods.

Hyperparameters
Embedding Size 400
Learning Rate 1e-5
No. Layers 5
Window Size 3
Batch Size 64
Epochs 20
Accuracy: 96.87%

Table 1: The above hyperparameters are shown to
approach those optimal for the model.

Drawing on a similar method to Liu et al (2015), an-
other implementation of neural Tibetan word seg-
mentation, we implement our model as a binary
decision task, with the model labelling each sylla-
ble as either word-final or non-word-final (Liu et al.,
2015). Syllable delimiters and any word delimiters
are removed. Unlike Duanzhu et al (2021), we
treat each syllable as an irreducible unit; they im-
plement character embeddings in addition to syl-
lable embeddings, which proves useful for certain
purposes such as morphological analysis but intro-
duces more opportunities for error (Duanzhu et al.,
2021). We opt for a more straightforward model,
considering only discrete syllables within a context
window, and maintain a simple binary output rather
than the more complex tag sets used in some im-
plementations, such as Liu et al (2015) and Wang
& Yang (2018) (Liu et al., 2015; Wang and Yang,
2018).

Currently, the vast majority of corpora are avail-
able not in Modern Tibetan but instead in Classical
Tibetan, due to the many Buddhist texts that have
been digitized from that period. Compiling a larger
corpus in Modern Tibetan would provide our model
with more data and reduce the instances of out-of-
dictionary syllables. Initial tests involving the train-
ing of a model on The Annotated Corpus of Classi-
cal Tibetan (ACTib) (Meleen and Roux, 2020), fol-
lowed by fine-tuning on a Standard Tibetan corpus,
proved unsuccessful in yielding benefits compared
to training solely on Standard Tibetan.

As we can see from figure 3, binary accuracy is
not improved by expansion of the window size be-
yond one syllable on either side of the target. We
might have assumed that a broader window would
allow the model to differentiate between the occur-
rence of certain common syllables in various con-
texts, especially in words with more than two or
three syllables, but this does not seem to be the
case. Rather, as figure 4 reveals, performance is
much more contingent on embedding size. This is
somewhat unsurprising; in a language such as Ti-
betan where such units often correspond with mor-
phemes, much meaning may be packed in.
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Figure 3: The window size of the model yields the
best performance when only accounting for one
syllable on either side of the target. Greater widths
yield worse results overall, indicating that a local,
relatively simplistic system can account for most
word boundaries.

Figure 4: Larger vector sizes yields greater perfor-
mance, but this diminishes above a value of 300.
With model size in mind, we determine that values
above 400 do not yield sufficient returns.

Figure 5: By changing the window we use when
training our embeddings, we find a similar, albeit
less pronounced, effect as with the model’s win-
dow. Here, a 3-syllable window is considered opti-
mal.

6. Results

While unable to achieve a level of performance
found in more resource-rich languages, we are
able to match that of languages with similar ortho-

graphic traditions. Furthermore, our findings indi-
cate a great margin for improvement via the appli-
cation of rule-based heuristics and larger corpus
sizes.

If it were the case that the model primarily con-
sidered the target syllable, we would expect a 1-
syllable window to outperform the 3-syllable win-
dow; however, this 3-syllable window outperforms
both the 1- and 5-syllable window (and any greater
number), indicating that it is the immediate, local
context (and not any more-distant relation) that can
account for most word boundaries. Augmenting
this local window with more information (such as a
rule-based heuristic) may yield further benefits.

The relatively great impact of embedding size
does reflect the semantic weight of Tibetan sylla-
bles; their complexity provides information about
word boundaries not contained in the orthographic
units of even structurally similar languages. This is
undoubtedly influenced as well by the syllable-to-
morpheme ratio of Tibetan which (like many neigh-
boring languages) tends to approach 1.0.

7. Conclusion

By implementing methods that have proven suc-
cessful for neural word segmentation in ortho-
graphically similar languages, such as Thai and
Vietnamese, we have been able to achieve a level
of performance approaching the most performant
word segmenters for Standard Tibetan, though fur-
ther exploration may yield enough improvements
so as to surpass the current peak performance and
bring Tibetan word segmentation up to a compa-
rable level as has been achieved for these other
languages. Currently, we are limited by the avail-
ability of large corpora in Standard Tibetan; the ac-
quisition of more data in addition to the refinement
of existing methods and their augmentation with
novel heuristics would, in benefitting neural word
segmentation, provide downstream benefits for all
varieties of natural language processing tasks.
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Abstract
The Open Text Collections project establishes a high-quality publication channel for interlinear glossed text from
endangered languages. Text collections are made available in an open interoperable format and as a more traditional
book publication. The project addresses a variety of audiences, eg. community members, typological linguists,
anthropologists, and NLP practitioners.

Keywords: text collection, interlinear glossed text, language resources

1. Introduction

Franz Boas established the “Boasian Trilogy” in
language documentation and description (Himmel-
mann, 1998), consisting of a grammatical descrip-
tion, a dictionary, and a text collection. All three
levels of description are necessary to get a compre-
hensive overview of a language, and more impor-
tantly they complement each other. Linguists work-
ing in any field will often find themselves going back
and forth between all three components. While we
have good outlets for grammars (eg. Comprehen-
sive Grammar Library1) and dictionaries (eg. Dic-
tionaria2), such is not the case for text collections.
This means that only few of them are published,
and even fewer follow the FAIR principles of find-
ability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability
(Wilkinson et al., 2016).

The project Open Text Collections (henceforth
OTC)3 remedies this by making high quality text
collections from endangered languages available
in an open interoperable format. Next to providing
pdfs and/or printed books to researchers and to
the language communities themselves, this setup
makes the data available in CLDF format (Forkel
et al., 2018) for downstream use in NLP applica-
tions.

Most reference grammars published today are
the result of a language documentation project, of-
ten part of authors’ dissertation projects. These
grammars should be data-driven and accompa-
nied by a corpus in order to facilitate the verifica-
tion or falsification of the analysis (Mosel, 2012).
While countless hours are invested into the structur-
ing and glossing of texts, in many cases, however,
these texts are not made available in a reusable

1https://langsci-press.org/catalog/
series/cogl

2https://dictionaria.clld.org
3https://opentextcollections.github.

io/

way. Linguists tend to have them somewhere on
their hard drive, or uploaded to an archive, but
there is no generally established way of publishing
them, at least not in a format which would feed
further research downstream (eg. linguistic typol-
ogy, corpus-based language description, or NLP).
This means that these valuable results of language
documentation often fail to be discovered.

OTC establishes a quality venue for publishing
text collections, following the setup created by Lan-
guage Science Press. The platform is community-
driven and aims at being attractive to both data
producers (ie. language documenters) as well
as data users (ie. language communities, typol-
ogists, NLP practitioners). For data producers,
the platform sets up guidelines for quality con-
trol, rigorous peer review, and top-notch publishing
(pdf and print-on-demand), making sure that the
time invested in a text collection will not harm job
prospects. For data consumers, different output
format are available to suit different needs: printed
books without interlinearization for the language
communities; pdfs/books with interlinearization and
a search interface for typologists (prototype avail-
able at https://imtvault.org), and all the
data in CLDF format for NLP practitioners. By mak-
ing reuse easy, the research output will spread
more widely, which in turn is very attractive for the
data producers.

As of today, there are 5 regional boards and 45
proposed text collections. This paper showcases
the platform, its motivations, and its benefits for
data producers and consumers.

2. Content coverage

Text collections are an old publication format, which
has its origin in history, human geography, and so-
cial anthropology. In modern linguistics, the study
of texts has given rise to entire subfields, for exam-
ple corpus linguistics, and it is now standard prac-
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tice to add a few sample texts to grammatical de-
scriptions. In some cases, grammar authors have
published collections of texts as separate mono-
graphs in book form. For example, Jeffrey Heath’s
descriptive trilogy of the Australian language Nung-
gubuyu consists of a text collection (1980), a dic-
tionary (1982), and a grammar (1984).

But what is the difference between a text corpus
and a text collection? What is the difference be-
tween an archive deposit and a text collection? A
language corpus of one of the major languages is
technologically way more advanced than what is
feasible for low-resource languages, where, very
often, there is only one researcher working on a
language. Moreover, corpus linguistics aims for
representativeness, for a broad coverage of differ-
ent criteria: genre, spoken or written style, topic,
speaker background. This sets the bar too high for
a language documentation project. On the other
hand, an archive collection from a documentation
project generally has a focus on natural, unedited,
spoken language. It includes audio-visual record-
ings of speech events of various genres. For the
OTC project, we endorse a notion of text as “written
oral literature”.

Moreover, archives tend to have a kind of “Rus-
sian doll” structure (Evans and Dench, 2006, 25)
with a small core of well-analysed material, a
medium number of translated texts in the middle
and a huge amount of raw data with no significant
transcription or translation at the outside. This small
core of well-analysed texts potentially falls within
the scope of the OTC project, but the archives in
their entirety have a much larger scope.

The OTC project is located between corpora and
archive collections, and the intended output differs
from both in various ways. Therefore, the project
has to find its own definition of “text collection”. To
this end, we have defined the following criteria to
gauge submissions:

Curation: The submission has made a careful
selection of texts from a language (eg. from a docu-
mentation project) and provides them as a coherent
whole. A text collection may be structured by va-
riety, topic or genre. This is different from a full
corpus or a deposit in a language archive, in that
selectivity and content coherence are ranked higher
than quantity and representativeness.

Contextualization: The submission has a prose
introduction, which gives geographical, anthropo-
logical, historical and linguistic context. This in-
cludes an introduction to the speech community,
the language, the recording methods, the individ-
ual narrators, etc. Contextualization should go be-
yond the metadata as can be found in a language
archive. Such contextualisation gives full credit to

the original authors (narrators/speakers) because,
after all, these texts are much more than just data
points. Moreover, contextualization is demanded by
researchers from many fields, for example anthro-
pology, oral history, sociolinguistics or comparative
narratology.

Ethics: The submission ensures that as much
input is collected from key stakeholders as possi-
ble, especially on the topics of cultural sensitivities,
access control, publishing licenses, and intellectual
property. In most cases, the researcher submitting
a text collection to OTC will consult the language
community and/or the individual speakers on these
points, but in cases of legacy material this can in-
clude the heirs of the speakers, or the heirs of the
collector.

Editing: The submission has adapted the source
material to be understandable outside of the imme-
diate context (time and place) of narration, and the
changes applied to the original source are docu-
mented and justified. Contributors may choose to
edit out false starts, pauses, self-corrections, etc.,
but the criteria for doing so should be stated explic-
itly. OTC endorses a notion of “text” that is closer to
“written oral literature” than to the close transcrip-
tions that are useful for detailed analysis of speech
phenomena.

Transparency: The submission has good prove-
nance, which includes well-structured metadata,
but also links to the original recordings deposited in
an archive or scans in the case of legacy material.
Furthermore, all decisions and steps in the editing
process are documented.

Accessibility: The text collection will be available
under an open and interoperable format following
the FAIR standards of findability, accessibility, inter-
operability, and reusability.

Glossed: The submission has been fully interlin-
earized and glossed, following the Leipzig Glossing
Rules.

3. Social setup

OTC is based on a bottom-up, scholar-led,
community-driven structure. The platform is pro-
vided by the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sci-
ences and Humanities in co-operation with the pub-
lishing structure of Language Science Press.

Interested researchers can form a regional board
to cover a given area. Currently, there are 5 such ar-
eas (Africa, Caucasus, Eurasia, Papunesia, South
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Figure 1: Expressions of interest for languages of
Eurasia in OTC

America). The regional boards organise a rigor-
ous peer review process that ensures high-quality
results. Peer review is organised as a two-step pro-
cess. An initial proposal will contain the linguistic,
anthropological and philological context, accom-
panied by one sample file. The proposal is peer
evaluated by the regional editors. If the proposed
is judged positively on merits of focus, coherence,
adequacy, ethics and technical quality of the sam-
ple file, the compiler is invited to submit the full
collection. The full collection will undergo peer re-
view, with one text being selected for in-depth re-
view, while from the remaining texts, only a subset
of randomly drawn sentences will be highlighted
for review. This ensures both depth and breadth
of reviewing without overburdening the reviewers.
Text collections can number several hundred pages,
which would be very time-consuming to review one
by one. Consistency and adherence to guidelines
will be checked computationally.

More areas, or regional boards, than the initial
five can be added, but have to undergo vetting by
the existing regional boards. It is envisioned, for
instance, to split the rather large area of “Eurasia”
into several subareas of a more manageable size.
Figure 1 gives an overview of the collections which
have been proposed to OTC for the languages of
Eurasia.

4. Geographical coverage

For languages of Eurasia, the relevant regional
boards are OTC Caucasus and OTC Eurasia. At
the time of writing, there are 16 collections which
have been proposed to OTC, whose affiliation is
given in Table 1.

5. Technology

OTC can ingest several types of file formats com-
monly used in language documentation formats.
These are converted to a common backend in

Phylum # Languages
Burmo-Qiangic 1
Indo-Aryan 2
Iranian 1
Macro-Tani 1
Nakh-Dagestanian 7
Tai-Kadai 1
Uralic 3
total 16

Table 1: Expressions of interest per phylum, Eura-
sia only.

Figure 2: The sample text in ELAN

CLDF format, from which a variety of output for-
mats can be generated.

5.1. Ingestion
There are a number of different language docu-
mentation projects, which typically submit their
work to one of the DELAMAN4 archives, eg.
AILLA,5 ELAR,6 PARADISEC7 or TLA.8 The most
commonly used programs to produce interlinear
glossed text (IGT) are ELAN and FLEx.

ELAN is a program, shown in Figure 2, which
allows users to annotate multimedia on different
“tiers” (Wittenburg et al., 2006). Different speakers
will have different tiers, and tiers can be of different
types, eg. transcription, translation, and glosses.
Relations between tiers are explicit. Users have a
lot of freedom about which tiers to define and what
features to assign to them, leading to a vast het-
erogeneity of tier types (von Prince and Nordhoff,
2020; Nordhoff, 2020). ELAN uses an XML for-
mat as its backend. The library eldpy reads ELAN
files and applies a number of heuristics to find the
most probable tiers for transcription, translations,
glosses. Criteria evaluated are: the name of the

4https://www.delaman.org
5https://ailla.utexas.org/
6https://www.elararchive.org
7https://www.paradisec.org.au
8https://archive.mpi.nl/tla
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Figure 3: The sample text in CLDF (.csv) format.

tier (‘ft’ is typically indicative of “free translation”,
‘ge’ is “gloss english” etc), the relation to other tiers
(“symbolic association” is either a translation or a
gloss), and the language of the tier (translation tiers
should pass a language detection test for English;
transcription tiers should fail such a test). Based
on these criteria, content is extracted and stored as
the CLDF fields “Primary_Data”, “Analyzed_Text”,
“Glosses”, and “Translation” (see Figure 3).

FLEx is another program which is often used in
language documentation projects. It allows the
linguist to tokenize and gloss a transcribed text
with the help of a lexicon. The lexicon grows as
more and more texts are ingested. FLEx also uses
an XML backend. The CLDF library cldflex (Matter,
2024) can be used to extract the relevant content
and store it as CLDF. By and large, FLEx shows a
lot less heterogeneity than ELAN.

tex and xlsx are other formats which are struc-
tured enough to provide import routines. The
langsci-gb4e package for the LATEX typesetting
language is commonly used in grammar writ-
ing, and the content can easily be extracted with
linglit, as has been shown for IMTVault (https:
//imtvault.org). These two latter formats are
less prevalent than ELAN or FLEx, but still frequent
enough to warrant import routines.

5.2. Backend

OTC stores the interlinear glossed text in the Cross-
Linguistic Data format (CLDF, 9 (Forkel et al., 2018),
Figure 3), a format which is an emerging standard
for research data in linguistic typology and beyond
and which can easily be ingested into CLLD (cross-
linguistic linked data) applications. CLDF provides
several components, of which the component “ex-
amples”10 is the most pertinent for OTC. The rel-
evant columns are Primary_Data, Analyzed_Text,
Glosses, and Translation, complemented by a col-
umn for Glottocode,11 and a column for comments.
The CLDF format is extensible, meaning that addi-
tional columns can easily be added, but no promise
is made that the content therein can be consumed.

9https://cldf.clld.org
10https://github.com/cldf/cldf/tree/

master/components/examples
11https://glottolog.org

The creation and refinement of the text collec-
tion is done on GitHub, with releases being auto-
matically archived on Zenodo12 using the GitHub-
Zendodo bridge.

5.3. Output formats
There are three main target groups for OTC content:
NLP practitioners, linguists, and speaker commu-
nities. For NLP practitioners, a csv dump is made
available (cf. Figure 3), next to a rendering in JSON-
LD. Linguists can use the csv dump for quantitative
research or an ElasticSearch HTML frontend for
qualitative explorations, based on work done for
IMTVault (Nordhoff and Krämer, 2022). The text is
also made available as a pdf with interlinearized ex-
amples (Figure 4). Language communities finally
can use the pdfs generated from the backend with
a two-column layout with vernacular on the left and
translation on the right (Figure 5). Both pdf formats
are fed into the print-on-demand pipelines estab-
lished by Language Science Press. These printed
books are then available world wide via the usual
distribution channels (eg Amazon, local bookstores,
Verzeichnis lieferbarer Bücher etc.)

6. Use downstream

A number of recent studies have shown the use-
fulness of well-structured textual data for NLP ap-
proaches. Most of them focus on ways to overcome
bottlenecks in the production of IGT, for example
segmentation and glossing (McMillan-Major 2020,
Barriga Martínez et al. 2021, Liu et al. 2021, Moeller
and Hulden 2021). Two example studies of NLP
approaches are explained in more detail here.

12https://zenodo.org/communities/otc/
records?q=&l=list&p=1&s=10&sort=newest

Figure 4: The sample text in “scientific” format
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Figure 5: The sample text in “community” format

For Kalamang, an endangered Papuan language,
Tanzer et al. (2024) have tested the translation ca-
pabilities of language models versus humans by
feeding them the grammatical description, an ap-
proach they call MTOB (Machine Translation from
One Book), and then comparing their translations
from Kalamang to English and vice versa. Their
study shows that humans are more successful at
present, but they also show several points for im-
proving the models.

For Japhug, an small language of Southern
China, and Tsez, a small language spoken in the
Caucasus, Okabe and Yvon (2023) have experi-
mented with Bayesian models for simultaneously
segmenting utterances into words and morphemes.
They have tested two models to simultaneously seg-
ment into words and morphemes: one segmenting
in parallel and the other in a hierarchical manner.
They show that in the unsupervised condition the hi-
erarchical model produces higher accuracy. What’s
more is that the study makes a number of sugges-
tions to improve the results, eg. by incorporating
contextual word models or adding further levels of
supervision like phonology.

Such examples show that NLP research, how-
ever preliminary, when applied to low-resource lan-
guages, can help both the linguists working in lan-
guage documentation and description and the lan-
guage communities in participating in the develop-

ment of large language models, thereby, increasing
the relevance of small languages and overcoming
the digital divide.

7. Conclusion

The Open Text Collections project remedies the
lack of recognized publication venues for text col-
lections of under-resourced languages and thereby
pushes further the efforts to make lesser-resourced
language content available in digital formats. In or-
der to overcome the digital divide, the project wants
to provide existing structured data to speaker com-
munities and academics alike, in a formats suitable
for the respective groups. Furthermore, the project
provides researchers the prestige they deserve (ie.
a peer-reviewed book publication) for creating in-
terlinear glossed texts. Finally, the project provides
a source of data for NLP research and facilitates
further typological research. There are currently
16 text collections being prepared for languages of
Eurasia, and as the project grows, more data from
the less-resourced languages of the continent will
become available as data sources for NLP research
and community purposes alike.
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Abstract
This paper presents a linguistically-informed, non-machine-learning tool for classifying Written Cantonese, Standard
Written Chinese, and the intermediate varieties used by Cantonese-speaking users from Hong Kong, which are
often grouped into a single “Traditional Chinese” label. Our approach addresses the lack of textual materials for
Cantonese NLP, a consequence of a lower sociolinguistic status of Written Cantonese and the interchangeable
use of these varieties by users without sufficient language labeling. The tool utilizes key lexical markers identified
from past linguistic research to determine whether a segment is Cantonese, Standard Written Chinese, mixed or
unmarked. The task is reduced into string operations to allow for a flexible and efficient extraction of high-quality
Cantonese data from large datasets mixed with Standard Written Chinese. This implementation ensures that the
tool can process large amounts of data at a low cost by bypassing model-inferencing, which is particularly significant
for marginalized languages. The tool also aims to provide a baseline measure for future classification systems, and
the approach may be applicable to other low-resource regional or diglossic languages.

Keywords: Language Classifier, Cantonese, Diglossia

1. Introduction

Cantonese, a regional language prevalent in Hong
Kong and parts of southern China, presents
unique challenges and opportunities for the ad-
vancement of minority language resource devel-
opment. Despite being a vibrant language with
over 7 million users in Hong Kong (Census and
Statistics Department, 2022; Bacon-Shone et al.,
2015) and at least 40 million in nearby regions (Qu,
2021), it is currently considered a low-resource lan-
guage (Joshi et al., 2020), notwithstanding its sig-
nificant user base and clear economic demand.

The progress of Cantonese NLP has been dis-
proportionately impeded due to the lack of appro-
priate written materials, a situation tied to the re-
gion’s complex linguistic landscape. Like many
low-resource languages with robust speaker com-
munities, researchers have access to speakers
and spoken materials but transcribed, written or
labeled resources remain scarce. This scarcity is
intensified by the diglossic situation in Hong Kong
(Leung and Li, 2020), where most publicly avail-
able texts are written in Standard Written Chinese
rather than Cantonese, or occasionally a blend of
both. This situation is further complicated by copy-
right restrictions and the ineffectiveness of tools
designed for Standard Chinese in accurately pro-
cessing Cantonese.

The increasing need to compile resources for
pre-training language models and generating auto-
matic speech recognition training data is evident.
An earlier version of this tool was first used as an
efficient auto-classifier to mine Cantonese content

from the vast amount of web data which contains a
low percentage of Cantonese content. This paper
further develops this method into a robust strategy
that is devised based on past linguistic research.
This paper first discusses a linguistic analysis of
the “writing modes” involved in this classification
task (§2), provides a linguistically-motivated task
description (§3), and then presents a two-level
rule-based implementation (§4) and an evaluation
(§5) of the current library.

2. Cantonese and SWC

2.1. Contrasting the two varieties

The two main varieties under question are Can-
tonese (BCP 47: yue) and Hong Kong Standard
Written Chinese (SWC, BCP 47: zh-hk). Both va-
rieties are typically written in the Traditional Han
Script (繁體中文). The former is usually used in
speech, but it does cross the line occasionally:
there is a higher chance of seeing Cantonese in
informal writing, whereas the use of SWC is domi-
nant in formal occasions. This is a case of diglos-
sia (Ferguson, 1959), which refers to the use of two
distinct varieties with different social statuses (“H”
versus “L”) and used in different social settings.
The Hong Kong variant of SWC, often considered
the “H” variety, is generally compatible with Man-
darin and comprehensible to Chinese speakers
outside Hong Kong. Cantonese dominates spo-
ken communication, but is considered to be the “L”
variety here. Its written form is unintelligible to non-
users.
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Despite the apparent similarity between SWC
and Mandarin, the two are significantly different
in the Hong Kong context, as the former inher-
its some Cantonese lexical items and occasion-
ally does not conform to Mandarin usage. Pu-
tonghua, the Mandarin-based national language of
China, is seldom used among Hong Kong locals
(See Li 2017, Leung and Li 2020 and Lai 2013),
and therefore SWC is sometimes written by users
who have zero Mandarin knowledge. Hong Kong
SWC is filled with Cantonese elements in writing,
which are analyzed as deviations from the Man-
darin standard by some scholars (Shi et al., 2014;
Tin, 2020), and simply a different register (or ver-
sion) of Cantonese by others (Bauer, 1988; Snow,
2004, 2008).

Here is an example showing the difference be-
tween the two, and why this is not just a Cantonese
versus Mandarin classification problem (See Lau
2024 for a full discussion). These sentences are
modified from widely circulated examples found
in teacher training materials in Hong Kong, which
serve to illustrate the multiple writing norms used in
Hong Kong. SWC words not accepted in spoken
Cantonese are underlined. Cantonese elements
that are SWC-violating are enclosed in boxes .
Other elements without any special formatting are
shared between SWC and Cantonese. LSHK Jyut-
ping romanization is added on top of the charac-
ters.

(1) SWC
taa1

他
wo4

和
dai6dai6

弟弟
zo6

坐
haau6ce1

校車
soeng5hok6

上學
(2a) Can1

keoi5

佢
tung4

同
sai3lou2

細佬
daap3

搭
haau6ce1

校車
faan1hok6

返學
(2b) Can2

keoi5

佢
tung4

同
dai4dai2

弟弟
co5

坐
haau6ce1

校車
faan1hok6

返學
(3) Mixed

keoi5

佢
wo4

和
dai4dai2

弟弟
co5

坐
haau6ce1

校車
faan1hok6

返學
“He and his younger brother go to school by

school bus.”

(4) Unmarked
dai4dai2

弟弟
co5

坐
haau6ce1

校車
“Younger brother takes the school bus.”

Table 1: The spectrum between Cantonese and
SWC

The SWC sentence (1) represents the norm
taught in schools, distinct from everyday speech in
(2a), mainly in terms of word choice. Despite this,
they are pronounced in Cantonese using a nearly
identical set of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
rules, rendering the sentence comprehensible, al-
beit unnatural-sounding, in spoken Cantonese.
Some words are shared between SWC and Can-
tonese, for example the word for ‘school bus’ is
shared, and the SWC words ‘brother’ and ‘sit’ are
also legitimate in Cantonese. Sentence (2a) can

be adjusted to resemble SWC more closely, as
shown in (2b), without undermining its validity as
a well-formed Cantonese sentence. Texts that mix
the two, as in sentence (3), also exist. This sen-
tence is not accepted in speech, nor is it recog-
nized as SWC. This type of blending, or translan-
guaging, is commonplace in some use cases, e.g.
texting. Conversely, there are sentences that are
acceptable in both SWC and Cantonese, as shown
in (4). This is a short sentence that does not con-
tain any marked feature that will violate the con-
vention of either SWC or Cantonese, and therefore
usable in both forms.

The example above highlights the similarity be-
tween writing norms in Hong Kong, indicating that
the non-binary nature of the problem. It is feasible,
and indeed prevalent, for sentences or fragments
to possess multiple statuses. This necessitates a
carefully defined set of labels to better encapsulate
the classification task.

2.2. The two varieties in computational
linguistic literature

The classification of CJK languages has been
of interest to the community. Work includes Xu
et al. (2017); Huang and Lee (2008); Lu et al.
(2020). However, most classification attempts fo-
cused on the major varieties and usually not the
finer-grained distinctions, which is most needed in
a minoritized language context. Cantonese and
SWC have also been discussed in the literature on
machine translation (Wong and Tsai, 2022). Previ-
ous work often presupposed a clear demarcation
between the two, and resulted in a conversion be-
tween extreme points on the spectrum.

The Cantonese and SWC distinction, as illus-
trated above, with varying levels of social accep-
tance, is not as straightforward.

The NLLB (No Language Left Behind) project
(Costa-jussà et al., 2022) developed a classifier de-
signed to classify closely related languages. While
it significantly contributed to the detection of sub-
Saharan varieties, it struggled to accurately distin-
guish between Yue Chinese (yue, which is taken
as Cantonese here) and Hong Kong Chinese (zh-
hk), with results falling at chance level (p.33, fig-
ure 9). Upon further examination, this issue stems
from the underlying FLORES dataset, which incor-
rectly labeled all SWC data as yue.

FastLangID1 is a tool built on the original fast-
Text model, emphasizing accurate classification
between Asian languages. It supports three Chi-
nese locales: Simplified Chinese (zh-hans), Tra-
ditional Chinese (zh-hant), and Yue Chinese (zh-
yue). There is also a separate code for Cantonese

1https://github.com/ffreemt/fast-langid
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(yue). The results from this library do not match
the expectations of the task.

From this brief review, it is clear that the clas-
sification between Cantonese and SWC requires
further scrutiny. This issue extends to many
other underrepresented varieties. A bottom-up ap-
proach captures the differences between existing
datasets, but determining where to draw the line
(during data collection or labeling) requires top-
down judgments from linguistic literature. This will
be discussed in the subsequent section.

3. Linguistically-motivated task
definition

Due to the noted inadequacy of a bottom-up ap-
proach, this section reviews the linguistic literature
to reach a more accessible definition for the label-
ing of these closely related varieties. The chal-
lenge lies in determining a meaningful way for dis-
tinguishing between Cantonese and SWC.

Criterion 1: Text Comprehensibility Shi et al.
(2014) base their classification on text comprehen-
sibility by native, monolingual Mandarin speakers,
suggesting that a text containing 50% or more in-
comprehensible Cantonese elements qualifies as
Cantonese writing (p.6). This is, however, a nega-
tive definition that relies on the linguistic intuition of
an external group of users, not Hong Kong users.
For the classification task, the definition of SWC
should capture the localized idealization of what
the standard is like by Cantonese speakers, with
some tolerance of local words. On the other hand,
Cantonese is characterized by its authenticity as
judged by its users, not by the existence of words
unique to Cantonese, but by not using words that
sound odd (i.e. violate the requirements).

Criterion 2: Distribution of Cantonese Elements
Snow (2004) offers an in-depth analysis of the dis-
tribution of Cantonese and Standard Chinese ele-
ments in broadly-defined Cantonese writings, dis-
tinguishing six sub-types of Cantonese text based
on how Cantonese is inserted. His work notably
identifies intermediate mixing patterns (Random
mixing, Patterned mixing, SWC narration with Can-
tonese dialogues), which are distinct document
types requiring classification.

This paper uses the latter criterion as the basis
for the classification task.

3.1. Language Labels for the Task

The two major categories in this task, Cantonese
and SWC, and other related, intermediate vari-
eties, are defined linguistically below based on the
division of labor observed by speakers from Hong
Kong.

Example words

Cantonese feature [嘅嗰啲咗佢喺咁噉冇啩哋畀...
唔 [係得會好識使洗駛...

Cantonese exclude (關係 | 吱唔 | 咿唔 | ...

SWC feature [這哪唄咱啥甭那是的...

SWC exclude 是 [否日次非但旦]| ...
[目綠藍紅中] 的 | 的 [士確式] ...

Table 2: A subset of items used for classification.

Cantonese A text that conforms to Can-
tonese speech in a non-verbatim reading pro-
cess. Following this requirement, the use of SWC-
marked elements will be a violation. Text under
this category can be used in conversation.

SWC The school-taught written Chinese
form, which is similar to Mandarin in many aspects
but is read out in Cantonese. The writing pro-
cess can be described as a replacement of words
in Cantonese speech to eliminate disallowed ele-
ments (Lau, 2024).

Mixed A piece of text that contains ran-
dom use of Cantonese and SWC elements, char-
acterized by violation of both Cantonese and SWC
requirements. For longer texts, there are two finer-
grained labels: “CantoneseInSWC” and “MixedIn-
SWC”, which refer to patterned insertion of Can-
tonese or Cantonese/SWC mixed segments in dia-
logues or quotes, while keeping SWC as the main
language for the narrative.

Unmarked A string that does not show
any features that clearly violate either Cantonese
or SWC requirements.

3.2. Classification Approach
The core of the classification is keyword or key-
string based, which is a variant of the bag-of-word
strategy, but with units larger than words. This is
also similar to the strategies used in LIWC (Pen-
nebaker), widely used in social sciences research.
Here is an abridged list2 with features of Can-
tonese that clearly violate SWC, and vice versa.
These features can be expressed in terms of lex-
ical violations, which can be understood as ele-
ments that must not appear in the idealized vari-
eties.

The features listed above are all lexical items.
There are grammatical elements that Cantonese
allows whereas SWC bans, such as the classifier-
noun structure in the subject position (e.g. 隻狗
“CL-dog”, 個袋 “CL-bag”). Such detection requires
sentential parsing and may not bring significant

2A full list can be found in the project’s public reposi-
tory.
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gain in document classification accuracy, and was
therefore not implemented.

A segment is considered markedly Cantonese
if it contains some Cantonese features, and does
not contain SWC elements that violate the norm for
Cantonese. A document is Cantonese if its con-
stituent segments are either markedly Cantonese
or Unmarked.

4. Implementation

Our proposed method has been implemented in
Python and made publically available3.

By default, regardless of the length of the doc-
ument, classification will be done to the incoming
string and a 4-way classification will be returned.
This can be used for a short segment (e.g. a cou-
ple of sentences), or a longer document.

In the implementation, we first defined a list of
Cantonese and SWC features in regular expres-
sions (exemplified in Table 2) and the following
variables:

1. canto: (# of Cantonese_Feature – Can-
tonese_Exclude) / Total_Features.

2. swc: (# of SWC_Feature – SWC_Exclude) /
Total_Features.

3. tolerance: Highest acceptable percentage for
a Neutral sentence, defaults to 0.01

4. presence: The threshold indicating “significant
presence” of a variety, defaults to 0.03

5. prevalence: The difference between the ratio
of two varieties that shall be counted as an
overwhelming presence, defaults to 0.9

For each input segment, the number of Can-
tonese and SWC features are obtained by regex
matches and classified into four classes based on
the logic below:

For more accurate classification, two additional
parameters can be set.

1. seg This option delimits all lines with clear
punctuation marks (full stops, question marks,
etc.) to obtain individual sentences. With
multiple sentences, we can determine the cat-
egory of the document more accurately. If
a main category (either Cantonese or SWC)
plus Unmarked sentences accounts for 95%
of all segments, this will be returned as the
label. If there is no clear winner, it will be re-
turned as a Mixed document.

3https://github.com/CanCLID/cantonesedetect

Algorithm 1 Logic for Segment Judgment
if canto + swc = 0 AND swc < tolerance AND
canto < tolerance then

Unmarked
else

if (canto - swc) > prevalence AND swc <
presence then

Cantonese
else if (swc - canto) > prevalence AND canto
< presence then

SWC
else

Mixed
end if

end if

2. quotes This option divides the document into
two parts: all text enclosed in a pair of quo-
tation marks (quotes) and other text surround-
ing the quotes (matrix), the two sets will be
sent to the classifier separately. This mode
is particularly useful for the sub-categorization
of Mixed writing, which is often done in a pat-
terned manner, such as the use of Cantonese
dialogues in an otherwise SWC text.

5. Evaluation

We constructed a test dataset with 420 sentences
collected from published materials and social me-
dia from Hong Kong.

Table 3 shows some examples of this dataset.
We first calculated the 4-way classification accu-
racy of our classifier, then we defined Cantonese
as the positive label, thus the correct detection of
Cantonese sentences as True Positives, and then
calculated the confusion matrix and get the Pre-
cision and Recall results. Our experiments show
that the 4-way classification accuracy can consis-
tently remain 90%+.

5.1. Effectiveness of the tool
As mentioned above, the classifier in our experi-
ments is implemented in a balanced way so that it
doesn’t put emphasis on any one of the 4 classes.
However, since the original design goal was to ex-
tract Cantonese data from a large base of Chinese
texts, we value its precision over recall, i.e. we pre-
fer missing Cantonese sentences to misclassify-
ing non-Cantonese sentences as Cantonese. Re-
sults of our evaluation are shown in Table 4. For
other use cases where recall or overall accuracy
is emphasized, one can adjust the classifier by
adding/deleting the hard-coded linguistic feature
list. For example, some elements like 和 (“and”,
as opposed to 同 in Cantonese) can be added as
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Label Number Sentence examples

SWC 181 但這不應成為通車的阻礙
推廣心理和精神健康的重要性

Cantonese 59 就可以換購泰國直送嘅百分之百鮮芒果雪條
幫你輕鬆搵出全港最抵嘅貸款，甚至免息買二手車

Mixed 4 但長遠來講，都係申請息口較低的貸款比較划算
選定了心儀嘅機構先查詢個人實際年利率，咁會比較明智

Unmarked 176 如果你選擇租貸，就要預繳幾期供款
最低實際年利率︰百分之五點一九

Total 420

Table 3: Example sentences of our test dataset

a SWC feature for more aggressive filtering.

Prediction
Cantonese Non-Cantonese

Label Cantonese 57 2
Non-Canto 1 360

Precision 0.983
Recall 0.966

4-class accuracy 0.967

Table 4: Results of our approach on the test set

Our approach proved significantly better than
existing methods, and is the first solution to
effectively extract large-scale written Cantonese
data for Large Language Model (LLM) and other
downstream applications. Our approach reached
98.3%+ precision on our test dataset, which guar-
antees the extraction outputs are predominantly
Cantonese.

On an AMD Ryzen 7 5800H CPU, our current im-
plementation took 0.10 seconds to finish the clas-
sification of 420 sentences, compared to fastText’s
0.48s with the lid .176.bin model.

Note that the current implementation is not fully
optimized, and can be done so by implementing
the strategy used in fastText.

5.2. Limitations
We acknowledge certain constraints of our lan-
guage classification tool, listed as follows:

• Precision: The current implementation does
not consider grammatical constructions, collo-
cation and frequency. Adding more violation
rules will give a higher precision.

• Recall: The tool may reject valid Cantonese
or SWC expressions due to the use of certain
strings in proper names that are not enclosed
in quotes.

• Workflow: Codepoint-based filtering can be
applied before determining the finer-grained
distinctions.

• Other varieties: Currently the tool only classi-
fies different genres used in Hong Kong, and
does not take into account other forms of writ-
ten Chinese varieties.

Despite these limitations, our tool demonstrates
reasonable accuracy for the task. For our original
use case which operates at the document level,
multiple sentences form the basis of judgment.
This ensures a fairly reliable classification. For a
more purpose-general classifier, additional strate-
gies can be added to further improve the tool’s ac-
curacy. This will be left for future work.

6. Conclusion

This paper discusses a classifier for Cantonese,
primarily aimed at extracting relevant materials for
training and beyond. While more sophisticated
statistical or machine learning-based approaches
could be employed, our rule-based approach utiliz-
ing simple string matching, has proven to be sim-
ple and high-performing.

A key insight of this solution is to approach lan-
guage classification from research findings on ver-
nacular writing, making a clear definition of lan-
guage varieties. It is hoped that linguistically-
motivated approaches will be considered in fu-
ture task definitions for the classification of written
forms of under-resourced languages.
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Abstract
Argumentation mining (AM) is concerned with extracting arguments from texts and classifying the elements (e.g.,
claim and premise) and relations between them, as well as creating an argumentative structure. A significant
hurdle to research in this area for the Persian language is the lack of annotated corpora. This paper introduces the
first argument-annotated corpus in Persian and thereby the possibility of expanding argumentation mining to this
language. The starting point is the English argumentative microtext corpus part 1 (AMT) (Peldszus and Stede, 2015),
and we built the Persian variant by machine translation and careful post-editing of the output. We call this corpus
Persian argumentative microtext (PAMT). Moreover, we present the first results for Argumentative Discourse Unit
(ADU) classification for Persian, which is considered to be one of the main subtasks of argumentation mining. We
determine the ADUs and their types (claim vs. premise) by two methods: (i) span categorization using the deep
learning model of spaCy Version 3.0 (a CNN model on top of Bloom embedding with attention), and (ii) a neural
sequence tagger. The results that we obtain with the second approach are comparable to those achieved on the
same subtask in AMT and its other translations.

Keywords: Argumentation Mining, Persian Argumentative Corpus, Persian Language Resource

1. Introduction

One of the most essential requirements for develop-
ing Natural Language Processing (NLP) solutions
for any language is data in that language. Based
on the findings of (Paolillo and Das, 2006), out
of over 7,000 languages spoken globally, approx-
imately 20 of them have text corpora containing
hundreds of millions of words. The language hav-
ing the most data is by far English, followed by Chi-
nese and Spanish. Japanese as well as Western-
European languages are other languages with siz-
able datasets. The bulk of the languages spoken
in Asia and Africa, on the other hand, do not have
the training data needed to create reliable, cutting-
edge NLP systems. Low-resource languages are
characterized by being less explored, lacking in re-
sources, being underrepresented in computational
tools, and by a lack of annotated data (Singh, 2008).
While Persian may not be fully classified as a low-
resource language in theoretical terms, according
to Joshi et al. (2020), it falls within the category
of "The Underdogs" (level 4) in the language race.
This designation implies that for Persian there is
a significant amount of unlabeled data, but when
compared to languages such as English, Span-
ish, German, Japanese, and French, which belong
to level 1, "The Winners," Persian has a smaller
amount of annotated data available (Joshi et al.,
2020). As noted by Shamsfard (2019), reputable
datasets for training and testing Persian systems
for important NLP tasks are lacking, although the
language is spoken by around 110 million people.

Hence, the scarcity of resources and annotated
data makes Persian an interesting candidate for
research focused on addressing the needs of lan-
guage with limited resources.

In recent years, progress in the wider field of
natural language processing (NLP) such as pre-
trained transformer-based models (Devlin et al.,
2018) in combination with the increasing availabilty
of data of different types has created great potential
for almost every area in NLP, including argumenta-
tion mining (Stede and Schneider, 2018; Lawrence
and Reed, 2020). Argumentation Mining (AM), and
specifically the problem of finding argumentation
structures in text, has received much attention in
the past ten years, but with the research mainly
focusing on English.

Broadly, AM can be seen as an extension of sen-
timent analysis. While sentiment analysis is about
"what people think about an entity X", AM extends
this to "why people think Y about X", thus uncover-
ing more complex argumentation processes rather
than just opinions and sentiments.

Aside from academic interest, AM attracts atten-
tion due to its wide range of applications, such as
exemplified in the IBM Debater Project.1 Further,
argumentation mining can be used for a variety of
important applications such as:

• Decision assistance, using AM in decision
making on a controversial issue

1https://research.ibm.com/haifa/dept/
vst/debater.shtml
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• Product reviews, where AM tools can be ap-
plied to product reviews, for instance, to under-
stand why customers value a product.

• Writing support, to assess the quality of argu-
mentative text and provide feedback to authors

Unlike most NLP problems, AM is not a single,
straightforward task but a constellation of subtasks.
In this paper, we focus on Argumentative Discourse
Unit (ADU) classification, which is defined by Hidey
et al. (2017, p. 14) as follows:

• Claim (Conclusion): A statement articulating
the speaker’s perspective on a particular is-
sue. It can include predictions, interpretations,
evaluations, and expressions of agreement or
disagreement with others’ assertions.

• Premise (Evidence): a statement put forth by
the speaker to reinforce a claim, aiming to con-
vince the audience of the claim’s validity. While
premises can convey opinions, their primary
purpose is not to introduce a new viewpoint
but rather to support or attack one already ex-
pressed by another proposition.

Identifying these components is consistent with
the standard definition of an argument, as stated
by (Van Eemeren et al., 2004), which requires at
least one claim and one statement of evidence,
referred to as a premise.

A major contribution of this paper is the free avail-
ability of the first annotated Persian corpus for ar-
gumentation mining, based on a corpus of short
English and German texts introduced by (Peldszus
and Stede, 2015). Additionally, we present the first
model for argumentation mining for Persian short
argumentative texts. Our results on ADU classi-
fication can be considered as the first results on
this task in Persian. They indicate that sequence
tagging models, which have been used for other
languages, can also be considered a useful ap-
proach for this task in Persian.

2. Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, there are currently
no argumentative corpora and results for argumen-
tation mining in Persian, but there is some research
on argumentation mining for other non-English lan-
guages. Aker and Zhang (2017) created the first an-
notated Chinese corpus using existing English cor-
pora and manually matched claims and premises
with parallel Chinese texts. (Namor et al., 2019)
presented an early model for AM for Italian short ar-
gumentative texts. By adapting the model created
by (Peldszus and Stede, 2015) to Italian and semi-
automatically interpreting the original English cor-
pus, they constructed a corpus of Italian microtexts.

They utilized two phases for translation: in the first
phase, they automatically translated the entire cor-
pus using the DeepL translator service, known for
its high-quality translations. In the second phase,
they did manual post-editing. They reported re-
sults on all four original subtasks of AM according
to (Peldszus and Stede, 2015), namely classifying
attachment (at), central claim (cc), role (ro) and
function(fu). Similarly, (Fishcheva and Kotelnikov,
2019) provided a Russian-language corpus for AM,
which is based on machine translation of the Per-
suasive Essays corpus (Stab et al., 2014) and the
AMT corpus. They investigated specifically the sub-
task of ADU role classification as “proponent" or
“opponent”.

3. Corpus

3.1. Original Corpus: AMT

The AMT corpus (part 1) consists of 112 short argu-
mentative texts. 22 texts were written by the authors
as “proof of concept” of the idea, and 90 texts were
collected in a controlled text production experiment
in which students wrote short texts, according to
suggested length and rhetorical complexity (Peld-
szus and Stede, 2015).

All texts have been originally written in German
and then were professionally (manually) translated
into English. Although the texts are short, they are
also ’complete’, and the argument structure is gen-
erally quite clear. The annotation scheme for the
AMT corpus has been constructed on the basis
of Freeman’s approach (Freeman, 2011). Essen-
tially, the ways in which premises and claims are
modeled corresponds to a hypothetical dialectical
exchange between a proponent and an opponent.
We show an example of an annotated text from the
AMT corpus in Figure 1.

In the IAA study reported by Peldszus and Stede
(2015), three annotators agreed on the complete
task (in accordance with the annotation guidelines)
with a Fleiss k=0.83 score, and with significantly
larger agreement on the fundamental difference
between support and attack relations.

The original AMT corpus comes in an XML for-
mat. We have extracted texts and their labels using
regular expressions (regex) and other extraction
packages such as beautifulsoup.2 Overall, this first
part of the AMT contains 112 claims (one for each
text), and 464 premises.3

2BeautifulSoup
3Both parts of the English corpus, as well as anno-

tation guidelines and further information, can be found
here: argmicro
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Figure 1: Example text from AMT corpus part 1 (argument 26) and its argumentation structure: Text
segmented into ADUs; proponent and opponent role nodes (ellipses versus rectangles); supporting and
attacking relations (arrow head, circle head). The first ADU (e1) is the claim, the others are premises.

3.2. Persian Corpus: PAMT
We created PAMT by translating the English AMT
(part 1) and mapping all layers of annotations from
AMT to PAMT.

Translation. This process was divided into
two steps, automatic translation and manual post-
editing. For translation, we used the Google
translate application programming interface (API).4
Then, translations were carefully proofread using
an XML editor and a customised version of the
annotation tool Prodigy,5 which is a scriptable an-
notation tool of spaCy.6

A maxim for post-editing was to keep the original
sentence order and structures of the English texts
as parallel as possible to the Persian, so that map-
ping sentence- and clause-level annotations will
be facilitated. English names (such as names of
streets, countries, etc.) were translated to Persian.
The post-editing was done by an English translator
who is an expert in English literature and fluent in
Persian.

In the resulting PAMT, the majority of texts
consist of four, five, or six segments (ADUs), with
an average of 5.1 segments. On average, each
text has 3.7 sentences, with an average of 89.5
tokens per text. All other statistics are consistent
with those reported in the original paper (Peldszus
and Stede, 2015).

4https://pypi.org/project/googletrans/
5https://prodi.gy/
6https://spacy.io/

Annotation. While in our current work, we focus
on classifying only the ADU types (claim, premise),
we also mapped the relation annotations (support
and two types of attack) from AMT to PAMT. Thus,
the Persian corpus provides the same tree struc-
tures as those that are illustrated in Figure 1.

The annotated corpus and accompanying code
is freely available.7

4. Experiments and Results

Since AMT and PAMT texts are short, they do not
contain non-argumentative material. Therefore,
ADU annotation covers the texts completely, so
that the task of identifying claims and premises re-
duced to a binary classification. (This is in contrast
to longer texts such as those in the Persuasive Es-
says corpus by Stab and Gurevych (2014), which
can contain non-argumentative sentences.)

We experiment with two separate approaches,
span categorization and neural sequence tagging.
For the first approach, we divided the corpus into 90
texts for training and 22 texts for evaluation. For the
second approach, we used 3-fold cross-validation.
In order to prepare the corpus for the classification
tasks, we used spacy and hazm8 for tokenization
and adding part of speech (POS) labels.

Span Categorization. As our first approach, we
view the task as a span categorization problem.
We used spaCy, an open-source library for NLP.

7https://github.com/myeghaneh/PAMT
8https://github.com/roshan-research/

hazm
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Recent improvements in spaCy Version 3.0 and
Prodigy allow us to label spans even when they
are potentially overlapping and nested (though this
does not occur in our corpus). Specifically, we use
spaCy’s SpanCategorizer with a CNN model on
top of Bloom embeddings with attention.

Neural Sequence Tagger. Following the ap-
proach of Chernodub et al. (2019) and Abkenar
et al. (2021), we implemented a neural sequence
tagger with the Flair NLP framework9 to identify
argumentative units and classify them as claim or
premises in PAMT. For sequence labeling tasks,
the calculated character-based embeddings are
passed into a bidirectional long-short-term mem-
ory conditional random field. The tagger learns to
assign B-{C|P} and I-{C|P} tags to tokens, repre-
senting the beginning or the "interior" of claim and
premise, respectively. We did a few experiments on
different Persian Word embeddings, and we chose
Persian FastText embeddings trained over crawls
as pre-trained language models (fa-crawl) (Akbik
et al., 2019).

We trained on-the-fly in every training mini-batch.
This means that the embeddings are not stored
in memory. The advantage is that this keeps the
memory footprint low. A sample output is shown
in Figure 2 with colored labels for the two types of
ADUs.

Span Categorization P R F1
PREMISE 0.535 0.523 0.529
CLAIM 0.571 0.545 0.558

Table 1: Class-specific results of ADU classification
for PAMT by span categorization.

Sequence Tagging P R F1
PREMISE 0.737 0.304 0.410
CLAIM 0.618 0.734 0.670

Table 2: Class-specific results of ADU classification
for PAMT by Sequence tagging using 3-fold cross-
validation.

Results. Tables 1 and 2 show a comparison of
the class-specific results for our best performing
models on PAMT by the two approaches. Overall
F1 values are given in Table 3: using span catego-
rization we achieve a micro F1-Score 0.55 for claim
vs. premise. Applying the neural sequence tagger
with Farsi embeddings yields 0.64 micro F1-Score.
These results are, to best of our knowledge, the
first that have been reported for this ADU classifi-
cation task on Persian. In Table 3, we also show

9https://github.com/flairnlp/flair

the corresponding result reported by Abkenar et al.
(2021) for the English AMT corpus.

Method F1
Persian SpanCategorizer 0.550
Persian NeuralSequneceTagger 0.636
Engilsh NeuralSequneceTagger 0.718

Table 3: Comparison of PAMT model performance
(micro F1-Score) for ADU classification (claim vs.
premise) to the result on English AMT by Abkenar
et al. (2021).

5. Conclusion and Outlook

Based on the English Argumentative Microtext Cor-
pus, we have produced the first Persian argument-
annotated corpus and make it available to a gen-
eral audience. The AMT corpus was systematically
translated into Persian using machine translation
(Google Translate API), post-processing, and post-
editing of the AMT. Additionally, we projected the
entire annotation layer of AMT onto PAMT, making
it available for further analyses. Second, we investi-
gated the problem of classifying Argumentative Dis-
course Units (ADUs) into two classes, "Premise"
and "Claim", in Persian. The best performance
in Persian was achieved by the Neural Sequence
Tagger, with a micro F1-score of 0.64. In compari-
son to results from experiments with the Italian cor-
pus(Namor et al., 2019), the results were somewhat
lower, possibly due to the smaller Persian model
in Flair or to differences between the languages.
The results of the Neural Sequence Tagger were
notably better than those of the SpanCategorizer.

For further research, we plan to conduct more ex-
periments by introducing a corpus similar to the Per-
suasive Essay Corpus (PEC) (Stab and Gurevych,
2014) in Persian, and using both corpora for cross-
domain train/test experiments.

6. Ethics and Limitations

Given our restricted resources for conducting inde-
pendent studies, our focus was exclusively on Per-
sian, without consideration for other languages spo-
ken in Iran, such as Kurdish, Laki, (Ahmadi et al.,
2023b) Baluchi, (Kargaran et al., 2023) and Gilaki
(Ahmadi et al., 2023a), which are often deemed
low-resource languages. We aspire to broaden our
research scope to encompass these languages in
the future and encourage collaboration with scien-
tists from these language areas interested in similar
topics.

Our study was constrained by a relatively small
corpus size, but we prioritized translation quality.
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Figure 2: An example text (argument 26) about topic "Introduction of Capital Punishment" in Persian
corpus (PAMT) with the prediction of claim from premise by our model.

To address this, we plan to expand the corpus in
future versions and incorporate larger datasets. Ad-
ditionally, our focus solely on ADU classification
represents a limitation. Future research will encom-
pass other subtasks within argumentation mining,
broadening our findings.
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Abstract
This is a report on an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) experiment conducted using our Khroskyabs data. With
the impact of information technology development and globalization challenges on linguistic diversity, this study
focuses on the preservation crisis of the endangered Khroskyabs language, a language falling under the Gyalrongic
language group (Glottocode: guan1266). We used Automatic Speech Recognition technology and the Wav2Vec2
model to transcribe the Khroskyabs language. Despite challenges such as data scarcity and the language’s complex
morphology, preliminary results show promising character accuracy from the model. Additionally, the linguist also
has given relatively high evaluations to the transcription results of our model. Therefore, the experimental and
evaluation results demonstrate the high practicality of our model. At the same time, the results also reveal issues
with high word error rates, so we plan to augment our existing dataset with additional Khroskyabs data in our further
studies. This study provides insights and methodologies for using Automatic Speech Recognition to transcribe and
protect Khroskyabs, and we hope that this can contribute to the preservation efforts of other endangered languages.

Keywords: ASR, Gyalrong, Khroskyabs

1. Introduction

According to Moseley (2010), in recent decades,
alongside the development of information tech-
nology, there has been a gradual reduction in
the diversity of human languages. Particularly
with the challenges of globalization, the preser-
vation of many Asian languages, such as the
Khroskyabs language, is facing a crisis. There-
fore, we hope to apply automatic speech recog-
nition tools to transcribe some traditional stories
in Khroskyabs into IPA, thereby protecting the lan-
guage and culture by preserving these traditional
stories in Khroskyabs.

1.1. Endangered Language Preservation
Khroskyabs is a language in Gyalrongic language
group spoken in western Sichuan, China. Cur-
rently, there are about 9000 native speakers of
Khroskyabs. The transmission of Khroskyabs re-
lies entirely on speech, as it lacks a writing system.
It is Gong (2017) indicates that the Gyalrongic lan-
guage group is classified as endangered, gradu-
ally heading towards extinction under the pressure
of Sichuanese Mandarin and the Amdo Tibetan.
Our fieldwork on the Khroskyabs language also ob-
served that the local people, due to pursuing ed-
ucation and work opportunities outside, have be-
come less proficient in speaking the Khroskyabs
language compared to earlier generations. Addi-
tionally, there are no specialized schools teaching
the Khroskyabs language. Furthermore, the lack

of a written system for Khroskyabs exacerbates its
preservation challenges.

The preservation of the Khroskyabs language
is important. Due to its long-standing use in se-
cluded mountainous regions, minimally affected by
external linguistic influences, Khroskyabs, just like
many other Gyalrongic languages, has retained
a substantial amount of ancient Sino-Tibetan fea-
tures (Gong, 2017). It holds significant impor-
tance in Sino-Tibetan historical linguistics, as it pre-
serves the complex consonant clusters and verb
morphology in proto-Sino-Tibetan. Additionally,
the Khroskyabs language is a highly morpholog-
ically rich language, characterized by numerous
verb affixes and root alternations. These features
of it are beneficial for the study of Sino-Tibetan
historical linguistics, underscoring the urgent need
for attention to its endangered status. Beyond its
scholarly value, preserving this language also sup-
ports the cultural identity and heritage of its speak-
ers, promoting inclusion and underscoring the im-
portance of linguistic diversity. These considera-
tions drive our pursuit of new preservation meth-
ods, including the application of automatic speech
recognition tools, to protect the Khroskyabs lan-
guage for the benefit of both academia and its na-
tive speaker communities.

1.2. Method

This section outlines the methodology employed
in our study, focusing on the selection of the
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Khroskyabs language as our subject and the imple-
mentation of the Wav2Vec2 model for automatic
speech recognition.

1.2.1. The Source of the Data

The language we have chosen is Khroskyabs,
which belongs to the western branch of the Gyal-
rongic language group (Sun, 2000a,b; Huang,
2001; Lai, 2017). Khroskyabs is among the less
spoken languages within this group.

Protecting endangered languages faces a sig-
nificant challenge: transcription. Linguists may
spend up to half an hour transcribing just one
minute of audio. Therefore, using automatic
speech recognition can expedite and stream-
line the transcription process for endangered lan-
guages, enabling us to efficiently document and
preserve them. However, in the process of au-
tomatic speech recognition, a large amount of in-
put data is required to train the model. Compared
to the data for many endangered languages (Guil-
laume et al., 2022), the dataset for Khroskyabs is
notably larger (Lai, Yunfan, unpublished). These
data include recordings of local elders telling tradi-
tional stories in Khroskyabs and transcriptions by
the linguist, ensuring transcription accuracy. Be-
cause the model cannot recognize the punctuation,
we removed all punctuation marks. In this exper-
imental training of our model, we only used one
hour of Khroskyabs data to assess the model’s util-
ity when faced with languages lacking ample anno-
tated data. The previous data format was .txt, but
in our training, we required the data format to be
.eaf, which necessitated re-splitting the audio and
inputting transcriptions in ELAN. Therefore, mov-
ing forward, we plan to augment the amount of
Khroskyabs data to enhance the model’s accuracy
after putting more date into ELAN. Afterwards, the
dataset will be uploaded to Pangloss to make it
publicly available.

1.2.2. The Model Selection

Currently, there are several automatic speech
recognition tools available, and for low-resource
languages, there are some data augmentation
techniques that can help improve ASR systems
(Bartelds et al., 2023). For our project, we have se-
lected the XLS-R-Wav2Vec2 model fine-tuned for
low-resource languages (O’Neill et al., 2023). This
model has shown promising results in the context
of Newar and Dzardzongke languages spoken in
Nepal (O’Neill et al., 2023).

The Wav2Vec2 model employs multitask learn-
ing to optimize both its audio feature extractor and
language model components, thereby enhancing
its performance on low-resource languages. Im-
portantly, the model supports transfer learning,

allowing knowledge transfer from a related high-
resource language model to improve the training
process and performance of the low-resource lan-
guage model.

In this study, we will demonstrate the develop-
ment of an automatic speech recognition model for
Khroskyabs using the model. For fine-tuning the
model, several hyperparameters were configured
to optimize the training process. The training used
a per-device train batch size of 8, combined with
gradient accumulation steps set to 2. The model
was set to train for a total of 50 epochs. Addition-
ally, a learning rate of 3e-4 was chosen.

In Section 2, we will present the experimental re-
sults concerning Khroskyabs transcription. In Sec-
tion 3.1, we will discuss the challenges faced and
potential future improvements. Lastly, we will have
a conclusion in Section 4.

2. Evaluation of the Results Using
Khroskyabs

In this section, we will showcase the model trained
using Khroskyabs data as the foundation and dis-
cuss the outcomes of our training.

2.1. Experimental Results
In our experiment, we used one hour of
Khroskyabs data. The Khroskyabs dataset
comprises six audio recordings, each featuring
different speakers, thereby adding a challenge to
the model training process.

The quality of our automatic speech recognition
system is evaluated using two metrics: character
error rate (CER) and word error rate (WER). Both
metrics quantify the disparity between the recog-
nized text and the original text, with character error
rate focusing on character-level errors and word er-
ror rate on word-level errors. These are two classic
metrics used to evaluate automatic speech recog-
nition systems.

The Figure 1 illustrates the average word error
rate at each step of the training process across it-
erations, ranging from 100 to 1400, when training
with one hour of Khroskyabs data.

From here, it can be observed that after 100 to
600 iterations of training, the results were far from
satisfactory, with the word error rate approaching
nearly one hundred percent. However, after fur-
ther training, particularly at 1200 iterations, the
word error rate decreased to eighty-seven percent.

Although the results above may not be entirely
satisfactory, we can also observe the median char-
acter and word error rates for each checkpoint, as
depicted in Figure 2.

From this table, it can be observed that at the
first checkpoint, the median character error rate
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Figure 1: Word error rate across iterations

Figure 2: The median character and word error
rates at each checkpoint

is 1.0, and the median word error rate is also
1.0. However, by the third checkpoint, the median
character error rate further decreases to 0.192,
while the median WER decreases to 0.667. These
results indicate that as training progresses, both
the character-level and word-level error rates of
the model gradually decrease. This outcome is
more satisfactory, particularly considering that the
model is trained on only one hour of language data,
with a character error rate of 0.19 already being
low.

In evaluating the performance of our model, we
also have box plots to visually analyze the charac-
ter error rate and word error rate of the Wav2Vec2
model, as shown in Figure 4.

We can see from the box plots that the charac-
ter error rate results demonstrated satisfying per-
formance, with a median close to 0 and a very
compact interquartile range. It suggests that the
majority of characters were accurately recognized.
Although there were a few minor outliers, they
had minimal impact on the overall performance.
In contrast, the word error rate median was rela-
tively higher, indicating that recognition errors at
the word level were more common and dispersed,
and the distribution of word error rate included a

Figure 3: Boxplots of character and word error
rates

significant outlier. Overall, these findings suggest
that our model exhibits greater stability and accu-
racy in character recognition.

2.2. Evaluation by the Linguist
In addition to using classical character and word er-
ror rates as our model evaluation metrics, we also
sought the opinion of the linguist regarding the tran-
scription quality. In Figure 2.2, we compare the
transcription results produced by our model with
those transcribed by the linguist.

Figure 2.2 displays the transcription results for
three randomly selected sentences. The top row
shows the transcriptions provided by the linguist
for the recordings, while the bottom row presents
the transcriptions generated by our trained auto-
matic speech recognition model. Portions high-
lighted in red indicate errors in our model’s tran-
scription, while parts within parentheses denote
omissions in our model’s transcription. It can be
observed the model demonstrates good accuracy
in character recognition, with occasional errors in
discerning vowels, distinguishing between voiced
and voiceless consonants, and occasionally omit-
ting some consonants and tones.

From the results shown in this figure, the num-
ber of corrections required to achieve transcription
quality appears to be lower than the quantity in-
dicated by the character error rate we obtained
earlier. Discrepancies between assessments of
classic evaluation methods and assessments by
linguists are also mentioned in Guillaume et al.
(2022). The linguist, who is also the annotator of
the training data and specializes in Khroskyabs,
has also provided a positive evaluation of the
model’s accuracy. This suggests that the practi-
cal utility of the model we trained may be higher
than what is evaluated by character and word er-
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Figure 4: Comparison between the transcription result of the linguist and the model

ror rates.

3. Reflections And Further Studies

Now, we can observe that the model we trained
has demonstrated a satisfactory level of accuracy
in transcribing Khroskyabs. In this section, we
will critically reflect on our approach and propose
some possible further studies.

3.1. Reflections on the Model

Although our model has demonstrated a low char-
acter error rate, our results also reveal a higher
word error rate, which is likely associated with the
complex morphology of Khroskyabs. This indi-
cates that our model currently lacks the capability
to accurately capture word boundaries and has not
fully adapted to the unique phonological and mor-
phological characteristics of Khroskyabs. It shows
the complexities of transcribing low-resource lan-
guages, where limited data availability and linguis-
tic diversity pose significant challenges.

Furthermore, the model we developed struggles
with accurately transcribing Chinese loanwords. In
our data, Khroskyabs is transcribed using the In-
ternational Phonetic Alphabet, while Chinese loan-
words are transcribed using the Pinyin system.
This has led to a higher error rate in processing
Chinese loanwords. Additionally, the limited oc-
currence of Chinese loanwords in speech exacer-
bates the model’s challenges in handling them.

3.2. Further Studies

To address the issue of a high word error rate,
we plan to augment our existing dataset with addi-
tional Khroskyabs data. During this round of train-
ing, we used one hour of Khroskyabs data, and we
aim to double this amount by incorporating an ad-
ditional hour of data. This expansion is expected
to enrich our dataset, providing a broader linguistic
base that could enhance the model’s understand-
ing of the complex morphology.

To address the challenge of low transcription
accuracy for Chinese loanwords, we plan to re-
vise the original data, retranscribing all the Chi-
nese loans and replacing Pinyin with IPA. Also,
we plan to increase the presence of Chinese loan-
words in our training dataset, which could poten-
tially improve the model’s proficiency in accurately
processing these loanwords.

4. Conclusion

In the experiment, we demonstrated the transcrip-
tion of endangered languages such as Khroskyabs
using automatic speech recognition technology
and the Wav2Vec2 model. Our results, after many
training iterations, showed a median word error
rate of 0.67 and a character error rate of 0.19.
These results indicate an optimistic outcome in
character accuracy and have been highly rated by
linguists. However, we still face challenges, no-
tably the high word error rate, likely due to the
model’s insufficient morphological understanding
of the language. In the future, we plan to incorpo-
rate more data to enhance the model’s transcrip-
tion accuracy.
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Abstract

Despite the magnitude of recent progress in natural language processing and multilingual language modeling
research, the vast majority of NLP research is focused on English and other major languages. This is because
recent NLP research is mainly data-driven, and there is more data for resource-rich languages. In particular, Large
Language Models (LLM) make use of large unlabeled datasets, a resource that many languages do not have. In this
project, we built a new, open-sourced dictionary of Singlish, a contact variety that contains features from English
and other local languages and is syntactically, phonologically and lexically distinct from Standard English (Tan,
2010). First, a list of Singlish words was extracted from various online sources. Then using an open Chat-GPT LLM
API, the description, including the defintion, part of speech, pronunciation and examples was produced. These
were then refined through post processing carried out by a native speaker. The dictionary currently has 1,783
entries and is published under the CC-BY-SA license. The project was carried out with the intention of facilitating
future Singlish research and other applications as the accumulation and management of language resources will
be of great help in promoting research on the language in the future.

Keywords: Singlish dictionary, ChatGPT, Data Generation

1. Introduction

1.1. Purpose

In recent NLP research, studies that require a con-
siderable amount of language and computational
resources have become increasingly mainstream
(Touvron et al., 2023). While BERT, a transformer
encoder-based LLM released in 2018 (Devlin et al.,
2019), learned from around 3.3 billion words, state-
of-the-art models now use more than ten times that
amount. For example, OpenAI’s GPT3 and sub-
sequent models have been trained on datasets of
at least 500 billion tokens. In addition, the model-
ing performance of LLM seems to improve in pro-
portion to the amount of data sets, the number
of model layers, and the number of parameters
(Kalyan et al., 2021).

However, most of these language resources are
only available in the most popular languages. In
particular, the largest amount of data is available
for standard English, and the proportion of data
available for languages such as Singlish is much
smaller. This project seeks to fill this gap in the cur-
rent state of language resources available. In the
case of Singlish, due to its non-official status, there
are no large dictionaries. Therefore, this project,
inspired by the various language resource creat-
ing efforts through LLM (de Schryver, 2023; Elsner
and Needle, 2023) in the last year, creates a dic-
tionary through a pretrained LLM (ChatGPT) and
manual editing in order to promote future research
on Singlish. The generated responses by the LLM
were used to create a rough draft of the dictionary,

speeding up the process as compared to writing
a dictionary from scratch. While ChatGPT is not
fine-tuned to Singlish, there are no LLMs trained
specially for Singlish that are able to generate re-
sponses like ChatGPT.1 Even though this effort
is not sufficient for an LLM training, building this
open-sourced dictionary that will allow for contribu-
tions from the public is a step in the right direction.

This dictionary (with the exception of its exam-
ples) is written in standard English and aims to de-
scribe the Singlish phrases and their usage to its
readers. Each entry in the constructed dictionary
contains the word or phrase’s definition, example
sentence, pronunciation, part of speech and alter-
nate spellings and language of origin if applicable.

The results of this study are released under the
open license ‘CC-BY-SA’ and are expected to en-
able further opportunities for future Singlish stud-
ies.

1.2. Singlish
Singlish is a contact language whose emergence
can be attributed to the diversity of languages
spoken in Singapore (Soh et al., 2022) such as
Hokkien, Bazaar Malay, Cantonese (which only ex-
erted more influence in recent years: Lim, 2011)
and English. It has English as its superstrate
language and has its lexicon, syntax and even
prosody influenced by substrate languages like

1There is SingBert which is a fine-tuned version of
BERT on Singlish but it does not generate responses
like ChatGPT, and is trained on a small and noisy cor-
pus.
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Baba Malay (Lim, 2011). In particular, a prominent
feature that separates it from standard English is
its extensive use of particles, on which, numerous
studies been conducted (Wong, 2005; Leimgruber,
2016). Singlish syntactic features include optional
inflection of verbs (for third person singular sub-
jects), optional articles and the lack of plural mark-
ing (Chow and Bond, 2022). While certain syntac-
tic features are common in Singlish, the extent to
which they are used by individual speakers varies
with factors such as other languages they speak.
Another feature that the variety has is tone. The
tonality of Singlish has been extensively covered
by Lim (2011). Particles, in particular, are distin-
guished through tone. Hence, it is an important
feature and is taken into account in this dictionary.
The local variety is important to the Singaporean
identity and is used heavily in daily conversations
(Li, 2021) despite the government’s efforts to com-
pletely replace it with standard English (Cavallaro
and Ng, 2009).

Due to the diversity in the sources for its lexicon
and the informal nature of the language, its vocab-
ulary is not well captured in standard dictionaries.
Moreover, in many cases, the origin language and
standard spelling (if it exists) of a word in Singlish
may not be known to the average speaker.

(1) Dey,
T
Hey

wǒ mén
Md
we

paktor
C
date

always
E

makan
M
eat

at
E

kopitiam
M+H
coffee shop

one.
S
PART

‘Hey when we date we always eat at the cof-
fee shop (one).’

For instance, a typical Singlish utterance is
shown in 1 (Cheng, 2021)2 where the second line
represents the origin language of the term (T-Tamil,
Md-Mandarin, C-Cantonese, E-English, M-Malay,
H-Hokkien/Hakka, S-Singlish). A single utterance
could easily involve words from multiple languages
but is spoken, simply, as Singlish. It is not code-
switching, because a speaker of Singlish typically
will not speak all or even any of the non-English
languages.

Hence, a Singlish dictionary functions to collect
into the lexicon words originating across various
languages and unique expressions that are used
in this variety and explain them to the readers.

2While Cheng (2021) labelled ‘one”s origin to be un-
known, in this paper, it is instead labelled as ‘S’ for
Singlish as its usage has Chinese origins, but has taken
its form in an English word. More on the origins of ‘one’
can be found in Wong (2005).

1.3. Existing Resources
Although Singlish is predominantly a spoken lan-
guage, there are some resources in the forms of
corpora and dictionaries. The different corpora of
Singlish and Singapore English illustrate the us-
age of language in different mediums and time pe-
riods.

The NUS SMS corpus (Chen and Kan, 2015) is
a corpus of 67,093 text messages focusing on En-
glish and Mandarin Chinese. The data was crowd-
sourced from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, Short-
Task, ZhuBaJie and NUS students. Although this
was not a Singlish centred project, 46.9% of the
English SMS were contributed by people from Sin-
gapore (Chen and Kan, 2012, p. 18). With the
sheer amount of data, this corpus contains a signif-
icant collection of Singapore English. It is a public
corpus and can be used freely with citation.

The International Corpus of English, the Singa-
pore Corpus (ICE-Singapore) is a record of spoken
and written English text in Singapore with many
subcategories including telephone calls, broad-
cast interviews, academic writing and creative writ-
ing. The corpus contains a lot of text data but
as the data is collected across many different do-
mains, Singlish is mainly found in private dialogues
(categorised with the tag ‘S1’) and makes up only
a small proportion of the total data.

The Red Dot Baby Talk wordlist is a list of words
used in the Red Dot Baby Talk Quiz (Woon and
Styles, 2021), a quiz made to help document ‘baby
talk’ in Singaporean children and the age of ac-
quisition of these words. The list consists over a
hundred words and because of the nature of the
quiz, are mostly basic words that are likely to be
in the lexicon for young children or babies, includ-
ing onomatopoeia. This list is published under the
CC by NC 4.0 license and can be used for non-
commercial purposes.

There have also been other non-official dictio-
naries for Singlish, each with distinct properties.

In 2001, the Coxford Singlish Dictionary (Goh,
2002) was first published. Its name is a play on
the Oxford dictionary and it is, according to Hud-
dart (2014, pp. 75), ‘an amalgamation of satirical
comment on Singaporean society and a source of
linguistic data’. The dictionary is written in a play-
ful tone and contains, in addition to Singlish words,
Singlish pronunciations of words in standard En-
glish. It has 809 Singlish words and phrases.

The Dictionary of Singlish and Singapore En-
glish (Lee, 2004) (henceforth DSSE) is a substan-
tial collection of over 1,000 entries providing their
origin (or speculated origins), their meanings and
real examples of usage. Visitors to the website
are free to suggest contributions to the dictionary
through an online form. Unfortunately, the dictio-
nary was last updated in 2016 and the data on the
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dictionary does not have an open licence.
Singlish Dictionary (hereafter singlish.net)

is an online dictionary compiled from May 2017 to
August 2018. Despite being active for a relatively
short period of time, there are around 140 entries
including phrases and common acronyms used in
Singlish. The content of the website is shared “AS
IS” with no warranties, and confers no rights.

Wiktionary is a freely available international dic-
tionary that contains words in various languages.
A portion of the words are tagged with the cate-
gories of Singlish and Singapore English and the
entries for these words contain their pronuncia-
tions, alternative forms and etymologies. This dic-
tionary is licensed under CC-BY-SA.

As of 2022, there were 27 words marked as
Singlish in the Oxford English Dictionary (OED):
very incomplete coverage.3

The various resources differ in terms of the li-
censing rights and comprehensiveness of their lex-
icon. Both the Coxford dictionary and DSSE have
more entries, but are not open source or actively
maintained. singlish.net and the OED are nei-
ther large nor open. On the other hand, while Wik-
tionary is open, it has relatively fewer Singlish en-
tries. Currently, there is no Singlish dictionary that
is open-source, has a relatively large lexicon and
takes note of particle tones. Therefore, this project
will build a new, large, open lexicon to support fu-
ture research through fully open-source data with
a new methodology.

2. Methodology

2.1. Outline
The process of the project can be divided into the
following steps:

1. Collect a list of Singlish words from DSSE,
Red Dot Baby Talk (Woon and Styles, 2021)
and Wiktionary (Wiktionary.org).

2. Generate draft entries for these words using
ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2023).

3. Manually check the entries by the principal
annotator through cross validation with exist-
ing sources and native speaker intuition to im-
prove the entries (e.g., changing to standard
spelling if it exists: chochok to cocok).
At the same time, 4 other annotators were re-
cruited for the purpose of getting an agree-
ment score for the tags chosen for each of the
responses as part of evaluation.

3https://www.smartsinga.com/
facts-about-singapore/,
accessed 2023-10-23

4. Normalize the pronunciations of the words
in X-SAMPA notation.4

2.2. Details
To elaborate on the process, firstly, a script was
written to scrape the lexical entries from DSSE and
wiktionary. The words from Red Dot Baby Talk
were taken from the source data (a spreadsheet).
We did not take the categorised examples and de-
scriptions in order to keep our license open. These
lists were then merged.

Through the ChatGPT API, a draft of descrip-
tion, pronunciation, POS and alternate spellings
was then produced for the collected words. The
following prompt was given:

You are writing a Singlish dictionary.
Now, please write a dictionary entry of
‘WORD’. With a full description of the
word, its POS, pronunciation and alter-
nate spellings if there are.

In the prompt, ‘WORD’ was replaced with each
word in the word list. An example of a query and
response pair is shown below for the entry of ‘bo
hiu’.

Query: “You are writing a Singlish dic-
tionary. Now, please write a dictionary
entry of ‘bo hiu’. With a full description
of the word, its POS, pronunciation and
alternate spellings if there are.”

Response: “Sure, here’s a dictionary en-
try for ‘bo hiu’ in Singlish:
Word: Bo hiu
Pronunciation: boh hiu
Definition: Bo hiu is a Singlish phrase
that translates to “don’t care” or “not both-
ered”. It is often used to indicate a lack of
interest, indifference or apathy towards a
person or situation. It can also be used
to express nonchalance or to shrug off
something that might be seen as impor-
tant or serious.
Example:
- A: “Eh, why didn’t you answer my call
last night?”
- B: “Bo hiu lah, I was sleeping.”
Overall, ‘bo hiu’ is a common Singlish
phrase that is used to express a casual
attitude towards something or someone.

4X-SAMPA is a computer-readable representation of
the IPA that uses only ASCII. It was proposed as an ex-
tension of SAMPA (Wells, 1995).
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The prompts were submitted from May to
September 2023. All the responses were then
collated into a single document for ease of eval-
uation. After that, the entries were manually
checked by the principal annotator (the first au-
thor). In cases where their intuition was insufficient
to make a judgement, ChatGPT’s response was
cross-validated against other sources such as the
previously mentioned dictionaries. After compar-
ing against other sources and native knowledge
of the variety, each entry was marked with a tag
of ‘Yes’, ‘No’, ‘Not sure’, ‘Partial-pron/etymology’
or ‘Partial-example/spelling, etc.’, indicating the ac-
ceptability of the description given by ChatGPT
and if inadequate, the nature of its inadequacy.
The full list of tags and their examples can be found
in Table 1 under Section 3. In some cases where
the tag was a form of ‘Partial’ or ‘No’, an updated
description was then written if the principal anno-
tator’s knowledge was enough; other dictionaries
were not referred to in such cases. This precaution
was taken to avoid any form of copying from other
resources that are not specified to be free to use.
In cases where the description was tagged ‘Yes’ or
‘Not sure’, the original descriptions were kept5 but
the entries differ in the dictionary through an addi-
tional tag which indicates whether they have been
verified.

Another possibility was for an entry to be merely
an alternative spelling of another. In that case,
only one description was preserved and the other
similar entries were then annotated with the ‘Redi-
rect to’ tag, with an indication of the chosen entry
with the description. For instance, ‘balukoo’ and
’baluku’ (both meaning ‘bruise’(noun)) were in the
original word list but ‘baluku’ was chosen as the dic-
tionary entry and ‘balukoo’ was then redirected to
the other spelling. Each final description was also
split into its components such as definition, part of
speech and example.

At the same time, 4 other annotators were re-
cruited and initially grouped into 2 groups. Annota-
tors in group 1 were each tasked with tagging the
first 50 entries in the list of ChatGPT’s responses
provided on separate google sheets while annota-
tors in group 2 were tasked with the next 50 en-
tries. The final tags chosen by all the annotators
(including the principal annotator) are compared in
Section 3.

Lastly, pronunciations were added to the entries
in X-SAMPA. Although ChatGPT provided pronun-
ciations of the words in a majority of its answers,
they were written in a variety of formats, from
IPA to phonetic spelling and as compared to the
meanings of the words, are more often inaccurate.
Hence, they were all re-annotated and standard-

5Small edits such as removing the mention that the
phrase ‘is a Singlish phrase’ were made.

ised in X-SAMPA.
On average, the descriptions from ChatGPT

were evaluated and annotated at a rough rate of 30
words/hour including cases where the tag ‘No’ was
given and no corrected description is given. This
rate varied significantly based on the accuracy of
ChatGPT’s descriptions which affected the need
for updated definitions and examples.

2.3. Annotators
The 5 annotators involved in this project range
from 25 to 30 years old. They are all Singaporean
Chinese native speakers of Singlish and 3 out of
the 5 have gone through some form of military ser-
vice.6 During the initial split, it was ensured that
both groups had members with military service ex-
perience. All annotators are unpaid volunteers.

3. Results

3.1. Data
At this point in time, the dictionary has 1,783
words/phrases in its lexicon, including some which
have been redirected to an entry of an alternate
spelling. 138 of those entries originated from the
Red Dot Baby Talk word list, 1,201 entries came
from DSSE and the other 462 entries from Wik-
tionary. The duplicates in the entries have been
deleted in the portion of the data that has been an-
notated hence the total is less than the sum of the
entries in the resources. This collection of Singlish
vocabulary with definitions is currently the largest
Singlish dictionary in existence.

3.2. Detailed Annotation
Out of the 579 entries that have been manually
annotated by the principal annotator, 46.2% of
ChatGPT’s descriptions were completely satisfac-
tory (tagged with ‘Yes’), 26.8% were unsatisfactory
(tagged with ‘No’), 4.9% were partially correct but
unsatisfactory information on pronunciation or ety-
mology, 8.0% were partially correct but unsatisfac-
tory in areas such as example, spelling or etc. and
6.8% were tagged ‘Redirect-to’, which means that
the word is an alternative spelling of another one
(which has been chosen as the entry) listed on the
vocabulary. The last 7.3% were tagged ‘Not sure’
which means that the annotator did not know the
word well enough to evaluate the correctness of
the description and, just in the detailed annotation,
that the description given by ChatGPT was simi-
lar enough to that in the online resource but also,

6This may be a factor in their knowledge of the
Singlish words collated considering that many Singlish
words are more often used in the military context.
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in most cases, contained something additional that
has not been verified. An example of each of these
tags is shown in Table 1.

The description for ‘leh’ was wrong as it is not
used to seek confirmation. The rest of the re-
sponses gave accurate definitions of the word but
included additional less accurate information, with
most of the inaccuracies lying in the description of
the pronunciation. For example, both ‘a’s in ‘atas’
should be pronounced as /a/. On the other hand,
in the entry ‘Ah Long’, its etymology as well as alter-
nate spellings are wrong. In the case of ‘blank’, the
description largely matches the native speaker’s
knowledge and the other sources, but a particular
part - ‘a lack of emotion’ - has yet to be verified and
hence, it was tagged with ‘Not sure’. The last row
of Table 1 shows ‘balukoo’ which is redirected to
another entry ‘baluku’. In cases like the last, the ac-
curacy of the description is not taken into account
in the tag chosen.7

A sample of updated entries after this process of
detailed annotation (excluding their tags and pro-
nunciations) is shown below.

• leh (Particle: -) Leh is a Singlish particle.
1. The high level tone leh (tone 1) is used
to ask questions. It has a similar meaning to
”what about” except it occurs after the noun.
2. The mid level tone leh (tone 3) is used
usually with the intention of persuasion and to
sound more convincing. — 1. We’re about to
go already. Your friend leh1? 2. Eh, don’t like
that leh3. We need you here to play mahjong.
(translation: Don’t be like that. We need you
here to play mahjong)

• atas (Adj: Malay) Atas means ‘haughty’ or
‘snobbish’, often used to describe someone
who is acting or behaving in an elitist or pre-
tentious manner. Additionally, it can also
refer to something that is high-end or posh,
such as a luxurious restaurant or an expen-
sive brand. Note: Atas is derived from the
Malay language, where it means ‘upper class’
or ‘high society’. In Singlish, it has taken on
a slightly negative connotation due to its as-
sociation with snobbery and elitism. — Wow,
your friend is so atas. She only wants to eat
at Michelin-starred restaurants!

• Ah Long (N: Hokkien) Ah long is a term
used to refer to loan sharks. They are typ-
ically unlicensed moneylenders who charge
very high interest rates and use harassment,
intimidation, and violence to collect payments
from borrowers who are unable to pay off their
debts — I heard he borrowed money from an
Ah Long to pay off his gambling debts.

7The description for ‘balukoo’ is actually inaccurate.

Figure 1: Agreement scores after streamline

76.1%

10.9%

13.0%

Agree
Partial
Disagree

3.3. Inter-annotator Agreement
During the annotation process, some annotators
were particularly enthusiastic and tagged more
than the required amount. Thus, at the end, a total
of 334 entries were tagged by at least 2 annotators
and their agreement scores were calculated. With
the predefined categories, it was found that 40.0%
of the annotations had complete agreement (all an-
notators assigned the same category for the en-
try), while 13.9% had partial agreement (at least 2
but not all annotators agreed) and in 46.1% of en-
tries, there was no agreement.8 The agreement
score is low but this can largely be attributed to
the granularity of the tags. For instance, a majority
of disagreements was associated with the ‘Partial’
tags including example, spelling, pronunciation. A
breakdown of the distribution in scores and entries
is shown in Table 2

In addition, of the annotations with complete
agreement, 51.1% were annotated as ‘Yes’, 48.9%
as ‘No’ and there were no agreement for ‘Partial’
tags. Annotations without complete agreement
were relatively evenly spread: 39.7% as ‘Yes’,
19.8% as ‘No’, and 40.5% as ‘Partial’. The annota-
tors annotated differently for the descriptions gen-
erated by LLM despite all being native speakers of
the variety. We posit that the high level of disagree-
ment is due to the fact that the responses contain
a lot of information, and that the speakers, having
their own idiolects, may interpret the expressions
differently.

As part of further processing the data, we
streamlined the categories into three: ‘Useful def-
inition’ (comprising ‘Yes’ and both ‘Partial’s), ‘Not
sure’ and ‘Wrong definition’. This categorization
yielded 76.1% complete agreement, with 74.3% of
those agreeing that ChatGPT’s outputs gave the
correct definition. More detailed dissections of the
scores are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

8In this calculation, we treated ‘Not sure’ like ‘NA’ and
did not count those annotations. As such, the agree-
ment scores were only tabulated for entries which had
at least two tags excluding ‘Not sure’ and this was 230
entries.
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Word Response Tag
chai poh Certainly, here’s a dictionary entry for “chai poh”:

Word: Chai Poh Pronunciation: chai-poh / tʃʌɪ pɒ̚
Alternate spellings: Cai Poh, Chye Poh
Description: Chai poh is a term used in Singlish to refer to preserved
radish that’s commonly used in local dishes such as fried carrot cake,
chee cheong fun, and oyster omelette. The radish is finely sliced, mixed
with salt and spices, and then left to ferment for a couple of weeks, which
gives it a pungent aroma and a slightly salty taste. Some people also
enjoy eating chai poh on its own as a snack.
Example: “Can you please add extra chai poh to my fried carrot cake?”...

Yes

leh Sure, I’d be happy to help!
Leh (pronounced ”luh” or ”leh” with a rising tone) is a common Singlish par-
ticle that is used to soften a request, statement, or command. It typically
follows a sentence and is added to the end to express a mild suggestion
or to seek agreement or confirmation. It can also be used to express sur-
prise or disbelief.
Here are some examples of how ”leh” is used in sentences: ”Can you
pass me the salt, leh?” ...

No

atas Sure, here’s the dictionary entry for “atas”:
- Word: Atas
- Pronunciation: a-tos (with emphasis on the first syllable)
Definition: Atas is a Singlish term that means “haughty” or “snobbish,”
often used to describe someone who is acting or behaving in an elitist
or pretentious manner. Additionally, it can also refer to something that is
high-end or posh, such as a luxurious restaurant or an expensive brand.
Example of usage: “Wow, your friend is so atas. She only wants to eat at
Michelin-starred restaurants!”...

Partial-
pron/
etymology

Ah Long - Pronunciation: ah long
Alternate spellings: Ah Beng, Ah Long, Ah Beng Long
Definition:Ah Long is a term used in Singlish to refer to an illegal moneylen-
der or loan shark. It is derived from the Hokkien dialect, with ”Ah” being a
common prefix used to address someone, and ”Long” meaning a dragon.
Together, the term suggests that these moneylenders are often ruthless
and possess an intimidating presence, just like a dragon. Ah Longs typ-
ically operate through illegal channels, offering high-interest loans to in-
dividuals who are in need of immediate cash. They generally target vul-
nerable borrowers, often using intimidation tactics or violence to enforce
repayment. Example: ”I heard he borrowed money from an Ah Long to
pay off his gambling debts.”...

Partial-
example/
spelling,
etc.

blank Sure, here’s the dictionary entry for ‘blank’:
Word: Blank
Pronunciation: /blæŋk/ Definition: An expression used to describe a state
of mental confusion or inability to think of a response to a question or
situation. It can also be used to describe a lack of emotion or enthusiasm
towards something.
Example: “Huh, sorry ah, I go blank already. What was the question again
ah?” (Translation: “Sorry, I’m feeling confused and I can’t remember the
question. Can you repeat it?”)...

Not sure

balukoo Balukoo is a Singlish slang word that means ‘nonsense’ or ‘rubbish’. It
is commonly used to describe something that is untrue or foolish. It is
pronounced as buh-loo-koo with emphasis on the first syllable.
Example: “Don’t listen to him, what he said is just balukoo.”

Redirect
to

Table 1: Responses with tags
The responses here are shortened versions that only give up to the first example.
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Table 2: Inter-Annotator Agreement

Entries # Annotators Agreement Scores
Complete Partial Disagree

1-53 4 4 24 25
54-100 3 13 26 7
101-334 2 65 - 170

Figure 2: Breakdown of agreed tags after stream-
line

74.3%

25.7%

Useful Def
Wrong Def

4. Discussion

The scores in Figure 1 and Figure 2 indicate that
for over half the samples, all annotators agreed
that ChatGPT’s responses were useful in terms of
generating definitions for the entries. The signifi-
cant difference between the proportion of ‘Yes’ an-
notated answers (which ranged around 25-60%)
and the proportion of answers with just the correct
definition shows that ChatGPT often outputs inac-
curacies when providing additional information.

The fact that the model produces responses with
at least a correct definition a majority of the time
makes it helpful as a starting point for generat-
ing a dictionary though these outputs have to be
checked before the dictionary can be reliable.

Although the initial granularity of the annotation
tags resulted in a more rigorous annotation pro-
cess and a lower agreement score, the complex-
ity, together with how responses were not over-
whelmingly of one level of correctness forces the
participants to read each response carefully. It is
intended to produce a more informative and accu-
rate response. As a result, we were able to infer
with confidence that approximately half of the sam-
ples have an agreed upon correct definition pro-
vided in the response. This translates into a signif-
icantly lowered cost for creating a new dictionary.

As part of the process of checking, ChatGPT’s
results were compared with DSSE, the Red Dot
baby Talk and multiple online resources. We found
no examples of existing text being reproduced ex-
actly. In general, the examples given seem very
different and although the same words occur in

both definitions in a few entries, they are not close
enough to be considered copying. For example-
consider the following

• ChatGPT Agak agak is a Singlish phrase that
derives its roots from the Malay language. It
is typically used to express a rough estimation
or a guess. The phrase can be translated to
mean ”roughly” or ”approximately” in English.
It is commonly employed in everyday conver-
sations to describe a haphazard estimation of
measurements, time, or quantities when pre-
cise information is not available.

• DSSE agak /ah-gah(k), ɑɡɑ(k)̚/ n. & v.
[Mal., conjecture, guessing; agak-agak ap-
proximately, as far as one can guess, more
or less] Also agak-agak. A n. A guess, an
estimation: Agaration. B v. Guess, estimate.

5. Current State

Currently, 579 of the entries have been anno-
tated with tags and 399 of the entries are com-
plete with POS, description, example, origin (if
known9) and alternate spellings. The remaining
68% (1,204/1,783 entries) contain the unchecked
ChatGPT descriptions as of now. The state of the
entry (verified or unverified) will be displayed in the
dictionary through a verified tag. We are going
through the entries at the rate of around 100 per
month.10

As noted in Lim (2011)’s paper, tone plays an
important role in Singlish, especially for sentence
final particles. As such, the tonal descriptions
for the pragmatic particles11 were added by hand.
The tonal numbers were given through an approx-
imate matching with the first six tones used in jyut-
ping with the addition of the quick falling tone used
by the particle lah. In that case, the diacritic used
for the Mandarin fourth tone (làh) was used.

9This relies solely on the principal annotator’s knowl-
edge

10The difference between annotation and completion
numbers is caused by the annotator’s incomplete knowl-
edge of the vocabulary. For instance, they may be un-
sure about the correctness of the response or they may
know it is wrong but cannot describe the term well.

11The tonal particles in the dictionary are ah, hah, hor,
leh, lah, lor, mah, meh, sia, what, wor
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The breakdown of words according to their POS
and Origin is given in Table 5.

POS Count %
Noun 253 64.7%
Verb 55 14.0%
Adjective 48 12.3%
Interjection 12 3.1%
Other 23 5.9%

Origin Count %
Malay 97 32.5%
English 77 25.8%
Hokkien 72 24.2%
Cantonese 17 5.7%
Other 35 11.8%

Table 3: POS / Origin of Annotated Words

6. Future Steps

The current dictionary has certain limitations and
potential for further expansion.

We will tap into other Singlish language re-
sources to continue NLP research, and strive to
increase the dictionary’s coverage and utility. A
method that is being considered is the augmen-
tation of the dictionary automatically. For every
description given by ChatGPT, an automated pro-
cess can be created that checks through every
word inside it. Words in the description that are nei-
ther in standard English dictionaries nor already in-
side this Singlish dictionary can then be fed into the
prompt mentioned earlier, continuously expanding
the Singlish dictionary.

Subsequently, the Singlish words in the corpora
such as the NUS SMS corpus can also be semi-
automatically fed into ChatGPT to further expand
the dictionary. These sentences can then be used
as examples in existing or future entries. However,
due to the format of the text messages, a certain
amount of additional processing might be needed
to ensure that the new entries and examples ob-
tained are of a suitable format for the dictionary.

As an extension of this study, we could also com-
pare the results of multiple prompts. This serves
to increase our understanding of how useful Chat-
GPT is in this task, and also perhaps, generate
more satisfactory responses. Another approach
in this sense is to run multiple LLMs to generate
multiple descriptive hypotheses that can be used
together to build one complete entry.

The issue of variation could also be further ex-
plored. Variation in the annotator’s knowledge of
Singlish may account for the high level of disagree-
ment. Singlish is not taught formally and the lexi-
con used varies largely depending on factors like

home language, social circle, age, etc. It is pos-
sible to recruit annotators with more similar intu-
itions e.g., through selecting ones from a specific
background (or perhaps even choosing only those
who have a similar confidence/description of their
own Singlish). However, we do not wish to pick
one ‘standard’ variety. Instead, another approach
could be to accept the description or a slight vari-
ation of it if at least one annotator puts ‘yes’, and
note that it may not be universally accepted.

Finally, we would like to link the entries to word-
net senses, so that they can easily be translated
into other languages through the Open Multilin-
gual Wordnet (Fellbaum, 1998; Bond and Foster,
2013).

7. Conclusion

This study shows the relative effectiveness of us-
ing an LLM to create more resources for a low-
resource language. For Singlish, while the accu-
racy of the descriptions are far from perfect, more
than half were deemed by the principal annotator
to be accurate and comprehensive, and the gener-
ation of the entries in general provided a baseline
that facilitated the building of the dictionary. As
compared to having to write all the entries manu-
ally, or even through crowd sourcing, this method
is an efficient and low cost way of creating and ex-
panding a dictionary. Overall, we have found Chat-
GPT a useful tool to make draft entries: around
50% of samples were usable as is. Correcting en-
tries with some errors is still faster than writing de-
scriptions from scratch, significantly reducing the
amount of work.

The development of the largest Singlish open
sourced dictionary and the first to provide a tonal
description of particles in this project is a step to-
wards collecting more Singlish data and improving
the resource available for this variety. We expect
to have checked and, as necessary, rewritten a
majority in the dictionary by May 2024. Just like
other open dictionaries such as Urban Dictionary
have contributed towards training specialised em-
bedding models for NLP (Wilson et al., 2020), we
hope that this can contribute towards and encour-
age Singlish language research, especially since
large-scale language resources are becoming in-
creasing prevalent in the field of NLP. Although
Singlish is used in everyday speech in Singapore,
it does not enjoy the status of being an official lan-
guage and there is no representative dictionary.
To fill this void, through the use of LLM (ChatGPT)
and other online resources, we have created a
new, completely open-source Singlish dictionary.

The resource described in this study is pub-
lished on Github with a CC-BY-SA license.
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Abstract
Large Language Models (LLMs) are now capable of successfully identifying the political beliefs of English-speaking
social media users from their posts. However, assessing how LLMs perform in non-English languages remains
difficult. In this work, we contribute to this area of research by determining the extent to which LLMs can predict the
political ideologies of users on Persian social media. We begin by discussing the challenges associated with defining
political parties within the Persian context and propose a solution based on a technique designed for the detection of
hyper-partisan ideologies on social media. We create a new benchmark and show the potential and limitations of
both open-source and commercial LLMs in classifying the hyper-partisan ideologies of users. We compare these
models with smaller fine-tuned ones, both on the Persian language (ParsBERT) and translated data (RoBERTa), and
confirm that they considerably outperform generative LLMs in this task. We further demonstrate that the performance
of the generative LLMs degrades when classifying users based on their tweets instead of their bios, even if tweets
are added as additional information; whereas the smaller fine-tuned models are more robust and achieve similar
performance for all input settings. This study represents a first step toward political ideology detection in Persian
social media, with implications for future research to understand the dynamics of political conflicts in Iran.
Keywords: Computational Social Science, Persian Language, Ideology Prediction

1. Introduction

Political ideology detection using Twitter data (now
X) has been extensively studied in the English lan-
guage (e.g., Pelrine et al. (2023); Yu et al. (2023);
Törnberg (2023); Barberá (2015); Pennacchiotti
and Popescu (2011)). The few studies that fo-
cus on other languages are generally limited to
Western democracies, where the analysis of po-
litical campaigns and elections on social media
has been used to monitor shifts in public opinion
and the interactions between different ideological
groups (Rodríguez-García et al., 2022; Chen et al.,
2017; Jiang et al., 2022). Therefore, there is a
significant research gap in studies conducted in
other languages and those focusing on different
types of political systems . In this work, we address
this important limitation by focusing on the case
of Iran. Despite the pivotal role that this platform
has played in influencing political narratives in this
country (Khorramrouz et al., 2023; Kermani and
Tafreshi, 2023), it remains difficult to understand
how political conflicts unfold between supporters
and opponents of the Iranian regime.

The task of delineating the ideological orienta-
tion of supporters and opponents to the Islamic
Republic of Iran poses several challenges. Indeed,
unlike democratic countries where political parties
are well-defined, the main division in Iran is largely
driven by political ideology, which is not channeled
through organized and institutionalized partisan

groups (Azadi and Mesgaran, 2021). Thus, in the
absence of distinct political parties, our research
focuses on the more direct computational task of
categorizing distinct ideological markers, specif-
ically, hyper-partisan users representing two ex-
treme viewpoints: “Pro-Government”, the govern-
ment supporters committed to the principles of the
Islamic Republic; and “Pro-Monarchy”, those who
favour the return of the former monarchical regime.
We recognize that there are several other political
ideologies in the Iranian political space, including
secularists, reformists, women’s rights activists and
Kurdish activists. However, for this study, we have
decided to group all of these remaining ideologies
under the class of “Others”. We acknowledge this
limitation and leave the more in-depth analysis of
this last category for future research.

Our analysis of hyper-partisan ideology predic-
tion in Persian Twitter focuses on data collected
during the Woman-Life-Freedom movement, from
October 18th 2022 to January 11th 2023. This pe-
riod saw a significant surge in Persian tweets, with
users extensively employing political and ideologi-
cal hashtags and key terms. The importance of this
event makes this time frame crucial for understand-
ing the dynamics of political conflicts in Iran. We
first labelled the users in our data by relying on clear
ideological stances declared in the Twitter bios of
users. We refer to these users as hyper-partisan
users. This approach allowed us to anchor our
research on users from contrasting ideological
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backgrounds who are forthright about their beliefs,
thereby ensuring minimal overlap of classes and
mitigating the risk of mislabeling. Those without ex-
plicit indicators that failed to align with either one of
these two groups were classified under an “Others”
category, indicating a broader ideological spectrum.
In this study, we specifically explored two tasks: 1)
classifying hyper-partisan users based on the text
in their bios and 2) classifying hyper-partisan users
based on various combinations of the text found in
their bios and in their tweets.

We, then, investigated the performance of differ-
ent Large Language Models (LLMs) for identifying
the above groups. Inspired by the widespread ac-
claim and proven efficacy of LLMs in diverse NLP
tasks, including ideology prediction for English so-
cial media data (Tornberg, 2023; Yu et al., 2023),
we evaluate these models for hyper-partisan ide-
ology prediction within our labelled dataset. We
begin with a comprehensive assessment of GPT-
3.5, and then moved to other forms of LLMs, in-
cluding open-source conversational LLMs such as
Llama 2 Chat and WizardLM and smaller fine-tuned
classifier models like RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019a)
and ParsBERT (Farahani et al., 2021).

Our results show that GPT-3.5 can classify bios
with clear ideological markers reasonably well.
However, this model is limited in the level of de-
tail it can handle in the prompt and performs opti-
mally only when all of its inputs are translated into
English. Open-source conversational LLMs, such
as WizardLM and Llama 2, achieve similar perfor-
mances but also only when the data is translated
into English. On the other hand, fine-tuned BERT-
family LMs, both in Persian (ParsBERT) and En-
glish (RoBERTa), significantly outperform all gen-
erative LLMs. Overall, our results confirm that clas-
sifying tweets is a more challenging task for gen-
erative LLMs rather than classifying users based
on the information found in their bios. More specif-
ically, adding tweets to the input obfuscates the
results of GPT-3.5, improves the classification per-
formance of fine-tuned ParsBERT, and does not
have a significant impact on fine-tuned RoBERTa.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We evaluate various hyper-partisan ideology de-

tection methods on Persian Twitter using different
open and closed-source LLMs. Our work is a first
step towards an area previously understudied
despite Twitter’s significance influence in Iran’s
political debates.

• Focusing on a period with a surge in Persian po-
litical tweets, we collect and label a new bench-
mark of Persian posts for this task and classify
them into three main ideological groups: “Pro-
Government”, “Pro-Monarchy”, and a third group,
“Others”, comprising various opposition factions.

• We present a comprehensive analysis of the po-

tential and limitations of GPT-3.5 compared with
other generative LLMs and fine-tuned classifiers.
We also offer some insights into their efficacy in
Persian and other low-resource language con-
texts.

2. Background and Related Work

This work is at the intersection of Persian NLP, and
political ideology detection on social media. Here,
we review the related work in each of these areas
of research.

2.1. NLP in Persian
Although a large number of people speak Persian
(there are approximately 110 million Persian speak-
ers worldwide), very few language resources have
so far been developed in this language. Shamsfard
(2019) discuss the challenges of studying Persian
and the reasons why it should be considered a
low-resource language. They emphasize the need
for effective solutions to leverage the potential of
NLP techniques to create more resources for the
automatic processing of Persian data.

There have also been efforts in creating foun-
dational models in Persian, including ParsBERT
(Farahani et al., 2021), GPT2-Persian (Khashei,
2021), ALBERT Persian (Farahani, 2020). Besides
these general-purpose pre-trained Persian mod-
els, ARMAN has been specifically trained for text
summarization in this language as well (Salemi
et al., 2021). Furthermore, Persian is included in
several multilingual pre-trained language models,
including mBERT (Devlin et al., 2018), and XLMR
(Conneau et al., 2020). Finally, Persian is also in-
cluded in recently released generative AI models,
such as LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023a) and Chat-
GPT (Radford et al., 2021), but this language only
represents a very small percentage of their train-
ing data. Indeed, while numerous studies have
explored the application of generative LLMs in var-
ious of tasks beyond standard NLP benchmarks
(Bandi et al., 2023; Ahuja et al., 2023; Weidinger
et al., 2023; Bang et al., 2023), research such as
Lai et al. (2023) and Zhu et al. (2023) has specif-
ically evaluated the performance of the GPT-3.5
model in multilingual contexts, including Persian.
However, their focus was not on political ideology
detection on social media per se. Therefore, to the
best of our knowledge, our study represents the
first attempt to apply these more powerful models
to this task in Persian.

2.2. Domain Background
Ideology Detection on Social Media: Ideology
detection in online communities is a dynamic area
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of research that aims to classify and identify the
partisanship or ideological leaning of of social me-
dia users (Pelrine et al., 2023; Pennacchiotti and
Popescu, 2011; Chen et al., 2017). Thus far, most
of this research has been focused on Twitter. For
example, Yu et al. (2023) have examined how LLMs
and smaller language models can be used to clas-
sify Twitter users according to their ideology. Their
study involved three datasets, predominantly in
English, related to the 2020 US election, the 2021
Canadian election, and COVID-19. They examined
the capabilities of Llama 2, GPT-3.5, and RoBERTa,
and found that RoBERTa outperformed the other
two after fine-tuning. Additionally, they proposed to
distinguish between “Explicit ideology” and “Implicit
ideology”. In this context, “Explicit” refers to classi-
fying users based on their biographical information,
which includes obvious ideological identifiers. On
the other hand, “Implicit” involves predicting ideolo-
gies based on less explicit data, mainly a random
set of users’ tweets, which are less informative than
the bio descriptions. Here, we employ a similar ap-
proach and consider classifying users based on
their bios when they contain a strong indicator re-
lated to their tweets, which are sampled in different
ways, as well as their combination.

Social Media and Ideology Analysis in Persian:
We find several studies that have attempted to
analyze social media activities on Persian Twit-
ter. Notably, the work of Kermani and Tafreshi
(2023) used the retweet graph, analyzed the po-
litical ideologies of Iranians during the 2017 presi-
dential election and emphasized the significance
of social media as a deliberative space for political
discussions. Their results confirm that there were
three communities active on Twitter during the elec-
tion: reformists, conservatives, and diaspora. In
another related work, Honari and Alinejad (2022),
looked at bot activities on Twitter that supported
controversial policies in Iran. Kermani and Hooman
(2022) shed light on a significant feminist discourse
among Iranian Twitter users during the summer of
2020. While the #MeToo movement emerged on
this platform in Western countries in 2017, allow-
ing millions of women to share their experiences
of sexual abuse and harassment, Iranian users
began discussing their own similar experiences
on this platform three years later. The results of
this study highlight the distinctions between Iranian
feminism and its Western counterpart by highlight-
ing the challenges of advocating for women’s rights
in Iranian society on social media.

Several studies also look at classifying Twitter
users according to their ideological leanings, most
notably to reveal the level of political change ad-
vocated by different political factions in Iran. For
instance, Azadi and Mesgaran (2021) categorizes

users into three distinct groups: “pro-regime”, “dis-
sidents”, and “neutral individuals”. Their work also
focuses on two samples of Iranian Twitter users:
the influencers and the ordinary people. They pro-
vide various statistical insights about these two
samples, such as the age of their accounts, their
time zone, and their interactions. They also clas-
sify some of the existing ideology clusters by fo-
cusing on their level of coordination and how much
they are rooting for a regime change. In another
work, Kermani (2023) confirm the extensive Twitter
engagement of Iranian users in September 2022,
despite all of the attempts by the government to
impede online activism. Their analyses provide in-
sights into the strategies used by pro-government
agents to influence the debates and how the users
overcame them. Finally, the work by Khorramrouz
et al. (2023) examines the Mahsa Amini movement
more specifically through the lens of gender equal-
ity. Their research reveals that the movement has
intensified the polarization among Twitter users on
this issue, with a more pronounced increase among
those advocating for gender equality. Moreover,
the authors categorize users into ‘state-aligned’
and ‘pro-protest’ groups, and argue that the pro-
protest users align more closely with the baseline
characteristics of Twitter users.

Overall, these studies help us identify the main
ideological fault lines in the context of Iranian poli-
tics today. On the one hand, the main supporters of
the government fall into the ‘state-aligned’ and ‘pro-
regime’ categories of users. On the other hand,
the dissidents encompass the ‘monarchist’, ‘pro-
protest’, ‘pro-women rights’, and ‘pro-minorities’.
Since the other remaining dissidents users belong
to a broad spectrum of (evolving and overlapping)
ideologies without explicit markers, we have de-
cided to group them in the “Others” category to
minimize the risk of mislabeling. In this study, we
only focus on the categories of “Pro-Government”
and “Pro-Monarchy”.

3. Dataset

Starting in September 2022, Persian Twitter users
have been increasingly adding political hashtags
to their tweets in response to political unrest in
Iran. Using the Twitter Research API, we gathered
our dataset by collecting real-time tweets between
October 18th, 2022, and January 11th, 2023. Our
data collection relied on a series of relevant political
hashtags, which can be seen in Figure 1. We used
26 seed hashtags for this collection, both in Persian
and English, which were identified by the authors
who are familiar with the political context in Iran. A
total of 231 million tweets were collected from 3.9
million users.

In the next step, the users were sorted by the
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Figure 1: Examples of the hashtags used for crawl-
ing the tweets from Twitter.

Figure 2: The indicator keywords used to find the
most forthright supporters of groups.

number of times they were retweeted within the
dataset, which ranks the more influential users first.
Their Twitter biographical information was exam-
ined to find out if they were supporting one of the
two extreme ideological views included in this study,
“Pro-Government” and “Pro-Monarchy”.

We define the “Pro-Government” group as users
who support the 1979 Islamic Revolution and the
Islamic Republic of Iran—the current government
in power. The “Pro-Monarchy” group are the users
who support the Pahlavi dynasty and the former
Imperial State of Iran.

We selected 1000 accounts (500 for each cat-
egory) using a simple keyword search in their bio
information in order to sample users who are likely
to belong to either one of the categories of interest.
Figure 2 shows some of these indicator keywords.
We then labeled each user manually into three
categories: “Pro-Monarchy”, “Pro-Government”, or
“Others”. This led to a list of 382 “Pro-Monarchy”
users, 316 “Pro-Government” users, and 302 users
that could not be classified in those two opposing
categories. Furthermore, we filtered out about 10%
of the users who had excessively strong ideological
keywords on their biographies since we considered
them too easy for the classification task.

After this filtering, we are left with 909 users.
We split the final dataset to train, validate, and
test with the ratio of 0.4, 0.1, and 0.5, respectively.
This resulted in 363 train samples, 91 validation
samples, and 454 test samples. All the reported
results are on the test set. The data collection flow
is illustrated in Figure 3.

In Table 1, we included several examples of
tweets posted by users classified in each group.
To protect the privacy of the Twitter users, we do
not include any biographical information in this pa-
per. We also paraphrased and translated the ex-
ample of tweets shown in Table 1. These mes-
sages show that the tweets supporting the monar-

chy evoke historical symbols and slogans associ-
ated with the pre-revolutionary era, such as the
“lion and sun” flag and references to “Javid Shah”
(Long Live the King), which is directly associ-
ated with the Pahlavi dynasty. The government-
supportive tweets use language and imagery that
reinforce loyalty to the Islamic Republic and its re-
ligious leadership, as seen in hashtags such as
“#Labbaik_Ya_Khamenei” (I am at your service,
Khamenei). The mention of the chador (veil worn
by women) also suggest support towards the cur-
rent government’s ideology in reaction to the Mahsa
Amini protests. The tweets from other groups also
articulate some opposition towards government
repression.

4. Experiments

We test several LLMs and fine-tuned LMs to de-
tect extreme political views of Persian Twitter users
based on their biographical information and tweet
content. This section is divided into three parts: 1.
evaluation of GPT-3.5; 2. comparison with other
LLMs; and 3. comparison with fine-tuned classi-
fiers.

4.1. Evaluation of GPT-3.5
Here, we assess GPT-3.5, one of the most promi-
nent conversational LLMs, which has gained a
significant amount of attention since it was re-
leased to the public in 2022 (Radford et al., 2021).
As a multi-lingual generative model (Brown et al.,
2020), GPT-3.5 includes the Persian (Farsi) lan-
guage, which constitutes 0.00856% of its training
set, corresponding to a corpus totalling 16,731,301
words.1 This model has been trained on large
datasets of conversation data, including social me-
dia posts, customer support interactions, and chat-
bot logs (Dwivedi et al., 2023). It also employs
Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback
(RLHF). With RLHF, the feedback obtained from
human evaluators is used to train the model further
to maximize the reward received when the gener-
ated text aligns with human expectations. (Lambert
et al., 2022). For all our experiments, we use Ope-
nAI’s API with the GPT-3.5-turbo (September
15th) model with its temperature set at 0 to ensure
reproducible results.

The prompts provided to the LLMs consist of
two essential components: the task specification
and the associated input data. A question is for-
mulated by defining the specific task that the LLM
is expected to perform and by providing the input
data relevant for that task. Subsequently, the ques-
tion and the input are concatenated into a single

1https://rb.gy/y2w1t
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Table 1: English Translations of Example (Paraphrased) Tweets Across Groups
Group Translation
Monarchy Supporters A great slogan that emerged in the heart of Iran, Zahedan: #JavidShah

#Mahsa_Amini
During the Iranian freedom-loving march in Berlin, the lion and sun flag was raised.
-Saturday, October 23, 2022 #Mahsa_Amini #IranRevoIution

Government Supporters The chador (veil) you have put on is around the enemy’s neck. So hold your chador
tighter! #Labbaik_Ya_Khamenei #End_of_Appeasement
A student who was martyred due to knife attacks by street thugs and hooligans.
#Labbaik_Ya_Khamenei #End_Immorality

Other Groups We will not back down because of the blood you shed and the children you imprisoned.
#Mahsa_Amini #Mehrsa_Mousavi
We are the voice of years of coercion, suppression, and censorship. #Nation-
wide_Strikes #OpIran #Mahsa_Amini

prompt, which is then presented to GPT-3.5 for
processing. We explain the task design in detail
below.

4.1.1. Designing task description

Language: We initially crafted task descriptions for
GPT-3.5 in both English and Persian. These task
descriptions were developed by the authors who
are native speakers or fluent in both English and
Persian. To expand our investigation further, we
explored the results provided by the model when
instructing GPT-3.5 to translate the Persian task
description into English and then using that trans-
lated task description to execute the task. In this
experiment, our goal is to compare prompts writ-
ten in Persian with those translated into English or
originally written in English.

Level of Details: In another set of experiments, we
explored different levels of detail in the questions
presented to the model. We came up with three
settings: a generic question, a more detailed one,
and one with an extensive explanation. The first
prompt, ‘Generic’, only provides the labels “Pro-
Government”, “Pro-Monarchy” and “Others”. The
second prompt, ‘Detailed’, provides some context
and defines what the two main classes represent,
“Group 1 supports the Monarchists and demands
the restoration of the Pahlavi dynasty. Group 2
stands behind the current Islamic Republic and ad-
heres to strict Islamic laws. Group 3 encompasses
all other political stances not falling into these two
categories.” The third prompt, ‘Extensive’, com-
plements this with additional information on the
“Others” group by adding, “Group 3 encompasses
all other political stances not falling into these two
categories and includes secularists and reformists,
women’s rights activists and Kurdish activists.” The
full list of prompts is provided in Table 2.

4.1.2. Input Design

Given that our dataset includes hyper-partisans
who express their political leaning in their bio de-
scriptions, we began the experiments by using the
user’s bio as input. We then revised our input to
provide the model with a more comprehensive user
context by adding the user’s tweets as input. To
select the tweets to be added to input, we experi-
mented with different methods namely: 1. ‘latest’,
which includes most recent tweets; 2. ‘hashtag’,
which includes tweets with popular hashtag; and 3.
‘retweet’, which includes most popular tweets.

To select tweets related to popular hashtags,
we arranged a list of hashtags used by the user
throughout the dataset’s time period, ranking them
based on frequency of usage. We then chose one
tweet associated with each hashtag, beginning with
the most frequently used ones, depending on the
desired number of input tweets. In cases where a
user had few hashtags, we re-generated the list to
meet the desired input quantity. If a user did not
have enough popular hashtag tweets, we randomly
selected additional tweets until we reached the
required number.

To select the users’ most popular tweets, we
ranked each user’s tweets by the number of
retweets they received up to that point and se-
lected input from the top of this list. It is impor-
tant to note that our dataset was collected in real-
time, so at the time we collected a particular tweet,
it had no retweets. But because of the collec-
tive nature of this movement on Twitter, most of
the tweets were already retweets of other users’
tweets, and the Twitter API returned us the num-
ber of retweets the original tweet had up to that
point in time. Therefore, in our experiments, by
the “number of retweets”, we mean the number of
retweets the original tweets had received. Finally,
we combined the bio description with tweets se-
lected with our best tweet sampling strategy and
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Table 2: List of English Prompts for Hyper-partisan Ideology Detection Task
Input Type Detail Level Task Description
Bio Detailed We are interested in studying political groups in Iran based on Farsi Twitter.

Your task is to analyze the bio description of a Twitter user which is translated
to English and predict one of the following groups they are most likely to
belong to. Group 1 supports the Monarchists and demands the restoration of
the Pahlavi dynasty. Group 2 stands behind the current Islamic Republic and
adheres to strict Islamic laws. Group 3 encompasses all other political
stances not falling into these two categories. Respond with ’1’, ’2’, or ’3’ with
no other text or explanation. \n Bio description: {input_text}

Bio Generic We are interested in studying political groups on Farsi Twitter. Your task is to
analyze the bio description of a Twitter user and predict one of the following
groups they are most likely to belong to. Group 1 supports the idea of
monarchy. Group 2 stands behind the Islamic Republic. Group 3
encompasses all other political stances not falling into the first two categories.
Respond with ’1’, ’2’, or ’3’ with no other text or explanation. \n Bio
description: {input_text}

Bio Extensive We are interested in studying political groups in Iran based on Farsi Twitter.
Your task is to analyze the bio description of a Twitter user and predict one of
the following groups they are most likely to belong to. Group 1 supports the
Monarchists and demands the restoration of the Pahlavi dynasty. Group 2
stands behind the current Islamic Republic and adheres to strict Islamic laws.
Group 3 encompasses all other political stances not falling into these two
categories and includes secularists and reformists, women’s rights activists,
and Kurdish activists. Respond with ’1’, ’2’, or ’3’ with no other text or
explanation.\n Bio description: {input_text}

Tweets Detailed We are interested in studying political groups in Iran based on Farsi Twitter.
Your task is to analyze the tweets of a Twitter user and predict one of the
following groups they are most likely to belong to. Group 1 supports the
Monarchists and demands the restoration of the Pahlavi dynasty. Group 2
stands behind the current Islamic Republic and adheres to strict Islamic laws.
Group 3 encompasses all other political stances not falling into these two
categories. Respond with ’1’, ’2’, or ’3’ with no other text or explanation. \n
Tweets: {input_text}

Bio and Tweets Detailed We are interested in studying political groups in Iran based on Farsi Twitter.
Your task is to analyze the bio description and tweets of a Twitter user and
predict one of the following groups they are most likely to belong to. Group 1
supports the Monarchists and demands the restoration of the Pahlavi dynasty.
Group 2 stands behind the current Islamic Republic and adheres to strict
Islamic laws. Group 3 encompasses all other political stances not falling into
these two categories. Respond with ’1’, ’2’, or ’3’ with no other text or
explanation.\n Bio:{bio} \n Tweets:{tweets}

gave it to GPT-3.5 as the input of the prompt.

4.2. Evaluation of Open-source models
We compared GPT-3.5 with two open-source LLMs
for this task. These models are Llama 2 (70B
Chat)2 and WizardLM (70B)3. Llama 2 (Touvron
et al., 2023b) is a collection of pre-trained gener-
ative text models developed by Meta. The scale
of this model is from 7 billion to 70 billion parame-
ters. Meta claims instruction-tuned Llama 2 Chat

2https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/
Llama-2-70b-chat-hf

3https://huggingface.co/WizardLM/
WizardLM-70B-V1.0

series is optimized for multi-round dialogue and
outperforms open-source chat optimized models
on most benchmarks. Meanwhile, building upon
the original LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023a) frame-
work, WizardLM (Xu et al., 2023) elevates LLM
with additional functionalities. This model is also
fined-tuned for chat using AI-evolved instructions.

The first challenge we encountered with open-
source models was defining their specific tasks,
which required us to provide more detailed instruc-
tions on the desired format of the output. Indeed,
our evaluation method was required to receive a
numerical label for each user from the language
model. However, these open-source models did
not follow through and responded with sentences
instead of numbers. We attempted to use regu-
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lar expressions to extract the labels from the text.
However, this approach did not work because the
sentences produced by the models were often too
complex. We opted to use an alternative approach
for fixing this issue that required passing the mod-
els’ responses through an LLM once more to code
the intended label suggested by the text. This step
to generate a numerical label was done using GPT-
3.5, which turned out to be remarkably effective.

Two experiments were conducted on these LLMs:
the first one involved using the bio as input for
the detailed task description; the second one was
a detailed task description with the translation of
bios to English as input. We translated the bios
using GPT-3.5. For the translation task, we use the
prompt “Here is the bio of a user’s Twitter account.
Translate it into English. Please respond with only
the translation and no further explanation. \n Twitter
bio: {input_text}”

Both of the models were run with the tempera-
ture set to 0 and with vLLM (Kwon et al., 2023), a
framework which uses the PagedAttention to opti-
mize the utilization of GPU memory and improve
performance.

4.3. Evaluation of fine-tuned classifiers
Another method that we believe is useful in ideol-
ogy prediction with textual data implies fine-tuning
the classifiers. In this research, we employed two
classifiers from the BERT family: ParsBERT for the
Persian language and RoBERTa for the English
language. We also ran preliminary experiments on
multilingual BERT (m-BERT), but the results were
much worse than those of RoBERTa and Pars-
BERT, so we did not continue with this model.

The two input designs that showed the most
promising results on GPT-3.5 were given to clas-
sifiers separately. These input designs include:
1. bio description of the users; and 2. 20
tweets selected based on the most used hash-
tags of the users. We then used the data
translated by GPT-3.5 to work with RoBERTa
and fine-tuned the language models with the fol-
lowing hyper-parameters: ParsBERT with batch
size=16, learning rate=0.0001, warm-up steps=0,
weight decay=0.205, epochs=3, and RoBERTa
with batch size=16, learning rate=0.00008, warm-up
steps=100, weight decay=0.251, epochs=4.

5. Results and Discussions

Our initial experiments aimed to assess the perfor-
mance of GPT-3.5 with various approaches. In our
first experiments, we observed that GPT-3.5 failed
in this task when prompted with a few-shot strategy.
This explains why we decided to adopt a zero-shot
prompting strategy for the rest of the paper.

Figure 3: Dataset construction process
Prompt F1 Accuracy
English 0.72 0.70
Persian 0.67 0.67
Translated (Fa to En) 0.70 0.69

Table 3: The results of GPT-3.5 in different task
description languages.

First, we prompted GPT-3.5 with the ‘Generic’
task description in Persian, English, and GPT-3.5’s
translation of the Persian prompt to English. The
inputs in these experiments are Persian bios. Table
3 shows the results for this set of analyses. We can
see that the model performs better when prompted
in the English language compared to the Persian
prompt or the translated prompt. This last result
explains why we continue the experiments with
English prompts.

We then experimented with different level of de-
tails in the prompts. As shown in Table 2, the ‘De-
tailed’ prompt and ‘Generic’ prompt differ in the
context provided to the model and the explanation
of the first and second groups. Results are pre-
sented in Table 4. The two prompts display similar
f-scores for the bio input, but the generic prompt
outperforms the bio and tweets combination. We
can see that the gap between the ‘Detailed’ prompt
and the ‘Extensive’ prompt is more significant on
the bio and tweets input. For the remainder of the
analyses, unless stated otherwise, all experiments
in this study use the ‘Detailed’ task description.

We subsequently experimented with different in-
put design strategies the results of which are shown
in Table 5. We observe that the best method for
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Bio Bio and Tweets
Prompt F1 Accuracy F1 Accuray
Generic 0.72 0.71 0.56 0.59
Detailed 0.72 0.70 0.67 0.68
Extensive 0.69 0.68 0.60 0.63

Table 4: The effect of the level of details provided
in the prompt.

Bio Tweets Count F1 Accuracy
! ✗ - 0.72 0.70

5 0.44 0.51
✗ latest 10 0.46 0.52

20 0.45 0.52
5 0.52 0.57

✗ hashtags 10 0.51 0.56
20 0.52 0.57
5 0.62 0.63

! hashtags 10 0.66 0.67
20 0.67 0.68
5 0.51 0.54

✗ retweet 10 0.52 0.54
20 0.51 0.55
5 0.65 0.66

! retweet 10 0.66 0.67
20 0.64 0.64

Table 5: The effect of input in the GPT-3.5 re-
sponse.

choosing the most informative tweets is associated
with choosing the most used hashtags of the user.
Considering that we started by scraping tweets with
related hashtags for data collection, this strategy
could capture the context more effectively than oth-
ers, such as popular tweets or latest tweets. The
best number of tweets included in the input would
appear to be between 10 or 20, depending on the
method of choosing tweets. However, using only
the bio is still more effective.

Table 6 shows the results of our experiments on
LLMs, Llama 2 Chat and WizardLM, which demon-
strate that GPT-3.5 outperforms these models in
our task. The performance of both LLMs is im-
proved when provided with English translations of
bios rather than the original Persian versions. Wiz-
ardLM is outperforming Llama 2 on Persian, but
GPT-3.5 still has a significant lead.

Model Bio F1 Acc

GPT-3.5 Original 0.72 0.70
Translated 0.77 0.76

Llama 2 Original 0.42 0.45
Translated 0.71 0.71

WizardLM Original 0.63 0.62
Translated 0.71 0.70

Table 6: Open source LLMs versus GPT-3.5.

bio
Model F1 Accuracy
GPT-3.5-English-Prompt 0.72 0.70
Fine-tuned ParsBERT 0.81 0.82
Fine-tuned RoBERTa 0.86 0.87

bio + tweets
Model F1 Accuracy
GPT-3.5-English-Prompt 0.67 0.68
Fine-tuned ParsBERT 0.86 086
Fine-tuned RoBERTa 0.85 0.85

tweets
Model F1 Accuracy
GPT-3.5-English-Prompt 0.52 0.57
Fine-tuned ParsBERT 0.80 0.81
Fine-tuned RoBERTa 0.85 0.85

Table 7: Comparison of the fine-tuned language
models and GPT-3.5 across different inputs.

Table 7 include the comparison between GPT-
3.5 and the fine-tuned classifiers. These results in-
dicate that fine-tuned models outperform GPT-3.5
on the user classification task. RoBERTa shows
the best performance with an f1 score of 0.86, while
provided with the translation of the bio description.
ParsBERT shows the same f1 score when pro-
vided with bios and 20 tweets that are chosen by
the most-used hashtags of the user, which is the
best setting of Table 5. All the results reported in
Table 7 which include tweets have the same setting;
that is, they correspond to the results of fine-tuned
classifiers when trained and tested with only 20
tweets selected based on hashtags. Also, all of
the reported f1 scores in the tables are weighted
f1 scores.

From Table 7, we also see that including tweets
in the input boosts ParsBERT’s performance but
adversely affects RoBERTa’s performance. We
observe that higher accuracy in tweet classification
is achieved when tweets are translated to English,
and a RoBERTa model is fine-tuned, rather than
when using a fine-tuning ParsBERT with Persian
tweets directly. This indicates that using RoBERTa
on translated text for identifying the ideology of
users results in the best performance, especially
when the model is only based on their tweets.

Since RoBERTa demonstrates superior perfor-
mance in Table 7, we conducted an additional quali-
tative analysis to better understand its performance
compared to GPT-3.5. This involved reviewing in-
stances where each model struggled to identify
discrepancies in their predictions. Our analysis indi-
cates that GPT-3.5 lacks context awareness, lead-
ing to incorrect predictions, even when familiar sym-
bols or mottos of the Persian political context are
involved. Conversely, in our analysis, RoBERTa
appears to struggle with detecting sarcasm, a com-
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mon element in Twitter communications. Finally,
we also note that GPT-3.5’s refusal to translate
offensive language could imply that RoBERTa is
working with less information due to translation
losses.

Finally, we ran some additional experiments with
the gpt-4-1106-preview model as well. Its per-
formance on bios with the detailed task description
is considerably better than GPT-3.5 with weighted
f1 score and an accuracy level of 0.83. The per-
formance is also improved with the bios that were
translated to English using GPT-3.5. In this experi-
ment, the f1 score and accuracy of GPT-4 is 0.82.
Finally, the performance also improves when we
translate the bios to English with GPT-4. This time
we find an f1 score and accuracy of 0.84. While
these results are better than GPT-3.5, we did not
perform the experiments of this study on GPT-4
because of the expensive price of this model which
makes it less practical.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This study explored the application of LLMs for
political ideology detection in the context of Per-
sian Twitter users. Our results confirmed that the
best approach to classifying ideology on Persian
Twitter is to fine-tune a ParseBERT model with a
combination of user biographies and tweets with
the most popular hashtags. A RoBERTa model
fine-tuned with translated biographies results in
the same f-score, but the added cost of translation
makes this approach less practical. However, there
are several important limits to our analysis.

We acknowledge that this task is much more
complex than similar works conducted in English.
First, unlike in democratic countries, the broad
spectrum of political views beyond the hyper-
partisan ideologies is not well-defined in Iran. Sec-
ond, Persian is a low-resource language, and LLMs
are expected to perform worse in this language
than in English. For these reasons, we limited our
study to a computationally simplified task of hyper-
partisan ideology detection by defining our ideolog-
ical groups according to two extreme views: one
that supports the Islamic government; and another
that calls for a return of the overthrown monarchy.
All other remaining opposition ideological groups
were categorized in an “Others” for this analysis.

We evaluated GPT-3.5-turbo in different set-
tings and showed that even in this simple com-
putational task, while GPT-3.5 offered convinc-
ing results, it significantly performed worse than
specialized models, such as fine-tuned RoBERTa
and ParsBERT. These results highlight the impor-
tance of language-specific models for computa-
tional tasks that involve contextual nuances in a
non-English space. Our results also confirm that

investing in benchmark datasets to evaluate LLMs
in non-English languages and non-standard tasks
is extremely important. These datasets are cru-
cially important for understanding the capabilities
of LLMs; they are also necessary to develop spe-
cialized models that address the diverse needs of
non-English speakers.

In future work, we intend to explore the land-
scape of ideology groups within the “Others” cate-
gory. Given the diverse range of perspectives and
the presence of numerous subgroups with com-
plex boundaries within this category, we anticipate
the need for a combination of unsupervised and
supervised methodologies to effectively map and
understand these varied ideological views.

Ethics Statement

We used the Twitter Research API to collect tweets
for this study. In order to comply with Twitter’s
policies and to respect the users’ privacy, we will
not make the labelled dataset publicly available.
However, our data collection methodology can be
used by other researchers to explore similar tasks
and scenarios.

There is a risk of mislabelling when users are
labelled for political ideology based on their so-
cial media activities. Here, we mitigate this risk by
labeling users that belong to two hyper-partisan
groups (“Pro-Government” and “Pro-Monarchy”)
based on the explicit ideology identifiers found in
the users’ bio descriptions. Users without these
identifiers were categorized as “Others”. This im-
plies that users labeled as “Pro-Government” and
“Pro-Monarchy” self-identify with these classes pub-
licly and actively engage in political discussions.
We do not release any personally identifiable infor-
mation for any of the users we studied.

Political ideology detection can be potentially
misused by malicious actors to influence users,
interfere in other countries’ elections, or spread
misinformation on social media. We emphasize
that this task should never be employed to enable
targeting of specific users. But there is no secu-
rity by obscurity here. To counter such malicious
uses, it is critical to develop strategies that reduce
the spread of misinformation and extreme polariza-
tion, minimize the impact of bots, and promote safe
and healthy online environments—tasks for which
understanding ideology is essential (Pelrine et al.,
2023; Tucker et al., 2017). Therefore, by minimiz-
ing risks through measures discussed above, such
as not releasing identifiable data, political ideology
detection research is beneficial to society.

Finally, it is important to note that GPT-3.5 is
a closed system with unknown training data and
strategies and frequent updates. Because of these
factors, it is difficult to fully analyze and contex-
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tualize our results. Furthermore, these results
may not remain valid for future versions of the
model. However, this study is an important ini-
tial effort to explore the capabilities and limitations
of general-purpose generative systems compared
to fine-tuned supervised models for low-resource
non-English languages, specifically the Persian
language.
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